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ABSTRACT 
 
        Browsing as an important part of human information behavior has been observed 
and investigated in the context of information seeking in the library in general and has 
assumed greater importance in human-machine interaction in particular.  However, the 
nature and consequences of browsing are not well understood, and little is known of the 
success rate of such behavior. 
In this research, exploratory empirical case studies from three types of libraries 
were conducted, using questionnaires, observation logs, interviews, and computer 
search logs, to derive the empirical evidence to understand, from the user point of view, 
what are the consequences of browsing, what constitutes successful browsing, and 
what factors influence the extent of browsing.  Content analysis and statistical analysis 
were conducted to analyze and synthesize the data.  The research results show: (1) 
There are nine categories of the consequence of browsing, including accidental 
findings, modification of information need, found the desirable information, learning, 
feeling relaxation/recreational, information gathering, keeping updated, satisfying 
curiosity, and not finding what is needed.  (2) Four factors that produce successful 
browsing: intention, the amount or quality of information, the utility of what is found, 
and help for solving problem or making judgment.  (3) Three types of reasons for 
  2unsuccessful experience in browsing: not finding what one wanted, inadequate volume 
or quality of information, and not finding some things useful or interesting.  (4) Three 
types of reasons for partial success: found the intended object but not happy with the 
quality or amount of information in it, not finding what one wanted but discovering 
new or potential useful information, not accomplish one purpose but achieve another 
one given multiple purposes.  (5) The influential factors that affect the extent one 
engages in browsing include browser’s time, scheme of information organization, 
proximity to information resources, browser’s goals, browser’s knowledge, browser’s 
experience, browser’s interests, browser’s expectation, feedback from the information 
system.  
This study contributes to and has implications for information seeking theory, 
information retrieval research, system design and library practices. 
 
Keyword: browsing, information seeking, user studies, empirical research,  
qualitative research 
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뷗볒ꚡꅝ뗹10ꅞꅃꖻ곣ꡳꯘ냲Ꙣꗽꭥ꒧곣ꡳꚨꩇꑗꅁꩵꗎ곛Ꙑ꒧곣ꡳ덝군걛멣뭐
ꓨꩫꅁ뙩ꑀꡂ맯쉳쓽꒧떲ꩇꅂ뱶암ꙝ꿀꓎ꚨꕜ굮ꗳꅁ낵ꚳ꡴닎ꪺ맪쏒꓀꩒뭐놴끑ꅃ  
ꑀꅂ룪껆꣓랽
  ꖻ곣ꡳ맪쏒뎡ꗷꪺ룪껆걏꣓ꛛꝀ꫌냑뭐ꪺꑀꑪꮬ곣ꡳ군릺ꅁ녱ꕼ귓꒣Ꙑꪺ맏
껑쁝ꚬ뚰ꛓ꣓(뗹12)ꅃꚹ군릺룕맏ꑆ룑ꑈ귌Ꙣ맏껑쁝꒤녱꣆ꪺ겡냊ꚳ귾꣇ꅁꕈ꓎
덯꣇겡냊뭐ꕌ귌ꑀ꿫꧊ꪺꗘ볐꓎꣤ꕌ꽓뱸꒧쏶셰꙰꛳ꅁꑝ띑ꪾ륄ꕌ귌꧒녱꣆ꪺ겡
냊꒧ꚨꕜ뉶꙰꛳ꅃ덯귓곣ꡳ군릺ꪺ꽓ꛢꚳꑇ: ꑀ걏Ꙣ꧳ꖦꪺ곣ꡳ덝군; Ꙣ덯ꚸꪺ덝
군꒤ꅁ맏껑쁝꣏ꗎ꫌ꪺꗘ볐띎맏꓎꣏ꗎ꫌꧒Ꙣꪺꑀ꿫놡맒뎣덑꿇ꑊꛒ뙱ꅃꑇ걏ꖦ
ꪺ곣ꡳꓨꩫ; ꖻ군릺륂ꗎꑆ냝ꣷꅂ왛맮ꩫꅂ던냝ꩫ꓎륱뢣ꗦ꧶끏뿽ꩫ떥Ꙩ뫘ꓨꩫꅁ
꣓곣ꡳꑈ귌Ꙣ꽵맪ꗍ겡놡맒ꑕ냲ꖻꪺ룪끔ꛦ결ꅃ  
  맏껑쁝결ꖻ곣ꡳ뒣꣑ꑆꑀ귓빁럭ꪺ놡맒ꅁꙝ결: (1)ꙕ쏾맏껑쁝꣏ꗎ꫌Ꙣꫀ롧
엜볆ꑗꅂꪾ쏑꓎롧엧ꑗꅁ꣏ꗎ맏껑쁝ꪺꗘꪺ꓎꣤ꕌ엜볆ꑗ걏Ꙩ볋꓆ꅁ늧뷨꧊낪ꅆ
(2)Ꙣ맏껑쁝꒤꓎꒣Ꙑ맏껑쁝뚡롧ꗑ뒣꣑ꙕ뫘룪끔룪랽꓎덝돆ꅁ맏껑쁝ꪺ샴맒릪
쁹ꙕ뫘룪끔띪둍ꅂ샋꿁꓎꣏ꗎꛦ결ꪺ땯ꗍꅆ(3)Ꙣ맏껑쁝ꪺ비륊뭐겡냊ꑝꕎꫭꑈ
귌Ꙣ꣤ꕌꓩ녠ꗍ겡꒤쏾꛼ꪺ겡냊(꣒꙰Ꙣ깡꒤빜얪돸꿈뭐듁ꕚ)ꅃꙝꚹ꧒띪뚰ꪺ룪
껆결뷕걤쉳쓽ꛦ결뒣꣑ꑀ귓꡽ꙮꪺꫬꡂ룪껆꣓랽ꅃ 
  7ꑇꅂ룪껆뭠뚰놡맒 
  뒣꣑뭠뚰룪껆ꪺꕼ귓돵꧒ꕎꫭꑆꑔ뫘ꮬ멁ꪺ맏껑쁝ꅁꕝ걁꣢덂뻇덎맏껑쁝ꅁ
ꑀ덂꒽Ꙁ맏껑쁝ꅁ꓎ꑀ덂녍꫹맏껑쁝ꅃ닄ꑀ귓뻇덎맏껑쁝ꅁ결곬뻇꓎싥뻇ꪺ뻇덎
ꓤ뒩돦ꛬꅁꕴꑀ귓뻇덎맏껑쁝결ꓤ뒩ꫀ라뭐ꑈꓥ곬뻇ꪺ뻇덎돦ꛬꅃ덯꣇덝걉ꪺ얪
꫌ꕝꝴ뻇ꗍꅂ뇐깶꓎슾귻ꅃ덯ꑇ꧒뻇덎맏껑쁝곒결걆ꦲ녈꙳맏껑쁝ꅁ꛽ꑝ뙽꧱떹
뻇덎ꫀ냏ꕾꪺ꣏ꗎ꫌ꅃ꒽Ꙁ맏껑쁝ꅁ꣤ꛬ꧳꿃뽁ꛨꪺꑀ귓뾤ꅁ맯룓뾤꧒ꚳꪺ뾤ꗁ
뙽꧱ꅃꛜ꧳녍꫹맏껑쁝ꅁ걏ꑀ귓믈ꛦꪺ룪끔꒤ꓟ꓎곣ꡳ맏껑쁝ꅁ맯꒽ꕱꪺ귻ꑵ뒣
꣑ꩁ냈ꅃꕈꑗ꧒ꚳ맏껑쁝곒뒣꣑뵵ꑗ꒽Ꙁꗘ뿽ꅁꣃ뇄ꗎ볐럇꓀쏾꡴닎ꅁ꙰냪라꧎
ꟹꯂ꓀쏾엩꡴ꅁꕂꕈ껑걛뇆걛껑쑹ꅁ꣤ꕌ꙰듁ꕚ꧎돸꿈룪껆ꕈ꙲ꗀ뚶Ꟈ꧎걙뫘볐
럇(꙰뉻ꛦ뭐룋굱듁ꕚ꓀뙽ꅁꕉ뙏ꪺꕘ꾲껑뭐꣤ꕌꝋ뙏맏껑꓀뒲뇆ꙃꅃ 
ꖻ곣ꡳꛛꑔ뫘쏾ꮬ맏껑쁝ꅝꕵꝴꑀ덂뻇덎맏껑쁝ꅞ꒤ꅁꕈ쁈뻷꣺볋ꓨꚡꙕ꣺
ꕘ 11 귓귓껗ꅁꛓ귬꣓ꑔ귓맏껑쁝꒤ꙕꚳ볋ꖻ볆결ꅇ꒽Ꙁ맏껑쁝 38귓ꅂ녍꫹맏껑
쁝 24 귓ꅂ뻇덎맏껑쁝 40 귓ꅁꙝꚹꙀꛛ 102 귓꒤꣺ꕘ 33 귓귓껗ꅁ꣤꒤뻇덎맏껑
쁝꫌ꕈꑪ뻇ꗍ꓎곣ꡳꗍ결ꕄꅁ녍꫹맏껑쁝귓껗결룓뻷멣귻ꑵꅁ꒽Ꙁ맏껑쁝꫌결ꑀ
꿫ꖫꗁꅃ 
ꑔꅂ룪껆뭠뚰ꡂ왊뭐륌땻 
  둎얪꫌ꛛꑶ뮡ꧺ꣤ꑗ맏껑쁝ꪺꗘꪺꣃꙐ띎냑뭐ꛓꢥꅁ 곣ꡳ맯뙈걏ꛛꛦ뿯뻜
ꪺꅃ던뷍귻놵꫱귨뙩맏껑쁝ꑪ꫹ꪺꑈꅁ궺ꗽ뮡ꧺꖻ군릺ꪺꗘꪺ (ꝙ꣏ꗎ맏껑쁝곣
ꡳ)ꅃ땍ꯡꅁ냝ꕌ귌걏ꝟ쑀띎냑ꕛꅁ꙰ꩇꙐ띎ꅁ던뷍귻둎냝:ꅵꝁ꒵ꓑꑗ맏껑쁝ꪺ
ꗘꪺ결꛳?ꅶꕵꚳꙐ띎냑뭐ꛓ꣤ꗘꪺ꽁꓎꣏ꗎ맏껑쁝ꪺ룪껆꫌ꑾ꿇ꑊ곣ꡳ맯뙈ꅃ
ꙝꚹꅁ꣓맏껑쁝쇙껑ꅁ얪ꛛꑶꪺ룪껆떥ꞡ꒣ꕝꝴꙢ꒺ꅃ낲꙰덯ꛬ얪꫌꒣Ꙑ띎냑뭐
꧎꒣Ꙙ껦ꅁꭨ뭐ꑕꑀꛬ뙩ꑊ맏껑쁝ꪺꑈ뙩ꛦ놵쒲ꅁ던뷍녎ꕈꙐ볋ꪺꓨꚡ뙩ꛦꅁꪽ
  8꣬꣺녯ꚳꙘ껦ꣃꙐ띎냑뭐ꪺꑈꅃ결뱗ꕛ냑뭐ꪺ뮤ꙝꅁꡃꛬꙘ껦ꕂꙐ띎냑뭐ꪺꑈ뎣
떹꒩ꑀꗷ쇂슧꫷ꅃ 
  Ꙑ띎ꯡꅁꡃꛬ얪꫌걤룟ꭥꚳꑀ슲땵ꪺ던뷍ꅁ뫲룲뗛ꛛꟚ뛱돸ꑀꗷ슲땵ꪺ냝ꣷ
ꕈꭋ던뷍ꑈ귻ꑆ룑꣤ꑀ꿫굉뒺ꅃꙢ걤룟ꭥꪺ슲땵던뷍껉ꅁ던뷍귻뷐냝냑뭐꫌: ꅵꧺ
뵔ꙡ뮡ꅁ꒵ꓑ걏꒰믲꣆꣏ꝁ꣬맏껑쁝꣓?ꅶꕈꭋꓞ뻉ꕘꟳꙨꚳ쏶ꕌ덯ꚸ꯴던맏껑
쁝ꪺꗘꪺ꒧둹굺ꅁꙐ껉ꗧ녎꣤Ꙟ떪끏뿽Ꙣ걤룟ꭥ던냝ꫭ꒤ꅃ낣ꑆꚳ쏶냑뭐꫌ꑀ꿫
굉뒺ꪺ냝썄ꕾꅁꕴꚳ슲땵ꪺ걤룟ꭥ냝ꣷꅁ룟냝냑뭐꫌ꕌ띑륂ꗎꢺ꣇쏾ꮬꪺ맏껑쁝
룪껆ꅃ 
  던뷍귻쁈ꝙꙢꑔ꒽ꓘꕾ룲쁈룓맏껑쁝꣏ꗎ꫌ꅁꣃ끏뿽꣤ꛦ결꓎꧒Ꙣꪺ맏껑쁝
ꛬ롭ꅃ꙰ꩇ꣏ꗎ꫌띑굮꣏ꗎ뵵ꑗ꒽ꗎꗘ뿽ꅁꕌ둎덑ꓞ뻉꣬꯼ꥷꪺ륱뢣ꭥ뻞Ꝁꅃꙝ
룓륱뢣ꕩꕈ끏뿽꣏ꗎ꫌꣏ꗎ뵵ꑗ꒽ꗎꗘ뿽꒧걤룟륌땻ꅁꣃ덝ꚳ뵵ꑗ걤룟ꭥꯡꪺ냝
ꣷꕈ꣑뛱떪ꅃ럭룓꣏ꗎ꫌ꫭꗜꑷꞹꚨꕌꑗ맏껑쁝굮낵ꪺ꣆껉ꅁ던뷍귻ꝙ뷐ꕌ뛱뱧
ꑀꗷꛛꟚ돸ꝩꚡꪺ걤룟ꯡ냝ꣷꅃ 
  뛱ꞹ꒧ꯡꅁ룲뗛뙩ꛦꕢ떲멣꧊ꪺ던뷍ꅃꙢꚹ껉던뷍꒤ꅁ던뷍귻껚뻚꣤왛맮끏
뿽ꅁ맯꣏ꗎ꫌둹굺꣤왛맮꣬꣏ꗎ꫌ꪺꡃꑀ귓겡냊ꅁ냝ꕌ녱꣆룓겡냊ꪺꗎ띎결꛳ꅁ
맪뉻꣤띎맏ꪺ땻ꯗ꙰꛳ꅁꕈ꓎ꅁ결꒰믲꣏ꗎ꫌꙰ꚹ뗻꛴ꅃ꣒꙰ꅁ던뷍귻라꣏ꗎꑕ
ꙃ볒ꚡꅇꅵꟚ왛맮꣬ꝁ낵ꑆXꅁꝁꪺꗎ띎걏꒰믲?ꅶ꣤꒤X걏왛맮꣬ꪺ맪믚ꛦ결ꅃ
ꯝ꣏ꗎ꫌Ꙟ떪ꯡꅁ던뷍귻놵뗛냝ꅵ맯ꢺ뚵겡냊ꅁꝁꚨꕜ땻ꯗ꙰꛳ꥏ?ꅶꅁ땍ꯡ꣏
ꗎ꫌맯덑왛맮꣬ꪺ꽓ꥷꛦ결꒧ꚨꕜ뉶ꕛꕈ뗻꛴ꅃ맯룓Ꙟ떪ꅁ던뷍귻돌ꯡ뒣냝ꅵ결
꒰믲ꝁ걏덯볋뭻결?ꅶꅁ뷐꣏ꗎ꫌뇔굺결꒰믲떹꒩걙뚵겡냊걙뫘ꚨꕜ뉶ꪺ뗻믹ꅃ
귕굙곣ꡳ맯뙈ꗎ꣬뵵ꑗ꒽ꗎꗘ뿽ꅁꡃꑀ귓뿃맵뎣꣌Ꟈ궫벽떹ꕌ곝ꅁꡃ귓뿃맵덑뗸
결뽗ꗟꪺ겡냊ꅁꛓꕈꙐ볋ꪺꓨꚡ뙩ꛦ던뷍ꅃ 
  9  롧륌ꕈꑗ땻Ꟈ꧒녯꒧룪껆ꕝ걁왛맮끏뿽ꅂ던뷍ꪺ뿽궵녡ꅂ던뷍ꓥ뵚ꅂ떲멣꧊
꓎뙽꧱꧊냝ꣷ룪껆꓎륱뢣걤룟끏뿽(럭꣏ꗎ꫌Ꙣ맏껑쁝꣏ꗎ뵵ꑗ꒽ꗎꗘ뿽껉)ꅃ 
ꕼꅂ룪껆뭠뚰ꑵ꣣ 
  ꕈꑗ꣏ꗎ꣬룪껆뭠뚰ꪺꑵ꣣ꚳꕼ뫘ꅇ겡냊왛맮끏뿽돦ꅂ뵵ꑗ꒽ꗎꗘ뿽걤룟끏
뿽ꅂꕢ떲멣ꚡ던뷍ꑪ뫵꓎떲멣ꚡ냝ꣷꅃ꣤꒤냝ꣷꚳꑇ닕;ꅵ걤룟ꭥ냝ꣷꅶ놴룟꣏
ꗎ꫌꯴던맏껑쁝ꪺꗘꪺ꓎꣏ꗎ룪껆ꮬ멁ꅁꅵ걤룟ꯡ냝ꣷꅶ놴룟ꭐꚨ꣏ꗎ꫌꣓꣬맏
껑쁝ꪺ귬ꙝꅁ꣏ꗎ꫌맯꣓던ꯡ꧒땯뉻ꪺ룪껆꒧볆뙱ꅂ믹귈꓎궫굮꧊ꪺ뗻꛴ꅁꕈ꓎
ꚨꕜꙡ륆ꚨ꣤ꗘꪺꪺ궫굮꧊꙰꛳ꅃ걤룟ꯡ냝ꣷꑝꕝ걁ꚳ쏶귓ꑈꛛ뛇ꚡꪺ냝썄ꅁ꙰
뇐꡼땻ꯗꅂ슾띾ꅂ꙾쓖ꅂ꣏ꗎ맏껑쁝륱뢣꓎맏껑쁝ꗘ뿽꒧롧엧떥ꅃ 
꒭ꅂ룪껆꓀꩒ꓨꩫ꓎륌땻 
ꅝꑀꅞ꓀꩒ꓨꩫ 
  ꚹ맪쏒곣ꡳ걏ꗑ닄ꑀ뚥걱ꓥ쑭꓀꩒꧒뒣ꕘꪺꫬꡂ뉺뷗볒ꚡ꧒ꓞ뻉ꅁ꛽꒣ꭝ궭
꧳ꚹꅃꙢ덯귓맪쏒곣ꡳ꒤ꅁ쉳쓽겡냊걏ꛛꑈ귌꧒녱꣆ꪺꙕ뫘맏껑쁝겡냊꒤ꕛꕈ앇
뭻꓎꓀꩒ꅃꑝ둎걏뮡ꅁ결셁룑멣ꚨ쉳쓽ꛦ결ꪺ굮꿀ꅁꖲ뚷Ꙑ껉꟤ꕘꣃ샋엧꣤ꕌꪺ
룪끔겡냊꧎ꭄ쉳쓽ꪺ겡냊ꅃ꽓ꝏ걏꣌둠ꫬꡂ걛멣꒧꯼ꓞꅁ뿫뭻곣ꡳ맯뙈ꪺ놽뫋ꛦ
결ꅂ냊뻷ꅂ놵쒲ꪺ룪랽꓎뭻ꪾ뱨궱꒧꽓뱸ꅁꕈꭋ롧ꗑ맪쏒곣ꡳ꒧떲ꩇ엧쏒꓎싧뉍
ꫬꡂ걛멣꒤ꪺ랧꧀ꅃ룪껆꓀꩒뇄ꗎꪺꓨꩫ결꒺깥꓀꩒ꩫꅃ ꣏ꗎꙃ셼ꚡ꓎뫮Ꙙꚡ
꓀쏾ꩫ꣓꓀뿫쏾ꝏꅁꣃ껚뻚닄ꑀ뚥걱땯깩ꕘ꣓ꪺꫬꡂ뉺뷗걛멣꒤꒧궱Ꙗ꓎쏾ꝏꅁ
ꕈ꓏싐쉫꿇ꩫ땯깩뵳뵘꡴닎ꅃ 
  ꕈ꒺깥꓀꩒ꩫ꓀꩒왛맮끏뿽꒤맏껑쁝꣏ꗎ꫌ꪺ겡냊ꅁꣃ꓀꩒던뷍꒤뒣냝ꅵꟚ
왛맮꣬ꝁ낵ꑆ덯귓ꥍꢺ귓(궫뷆왛맮끏뿽ꪺ룪껆)ꅁꝁ덯뚵겡냊ꪺ띎맏결꛳ꅶ꒧꒺
깥ꅁꕩ땯놸쉳쓽꒧ꛦ결꽓뱸뭐꽁꓎ꪺ룪랽꽓ꛢꅁ룓ꛦ결꓎룪랽ꪺ쏾ꝏꅃ꓀꩒걤룟
ꭥꯡꪺ던뷍꒺깥ꅁꕩ땯놸쉳쓽ꪺ냊뻷꓎뭻ꪾ뱨궱ꅆꗧꝙꅁ꓀꩒ꑊ꫹껉맯ꅵꝁ꒵ꓑ
  10꣓던ꪺꗘꪺ결꛳ꅶ꒧Ꙟ떪ꅁꕈ꓎꣆ꯡ던뷍껉맯ꡃ귓겡냊냝꓎ꅵꝁ낵ꢺ겡냊ꪺꗎ띎
꛳Ꙣꅶ꒧Ꙟ떪ꅁꕈꭋ끷맯걙ꑀ겡냊ꅁ꟤ꕘ귓껗뚡Ꙁ덱ꪺꅵꕄ썄ꅶꕈ꓎ꅵ띎맏ꅶ ꧎
ꅵꗘ볐ꅶꪺ뫘쏾ꅃ 
ꅝꑇꅞ꓀꩒륌땻 
  룪껆꓀꩒꓀결꣢귓뚥걱뙩ꛦꅁ닄ꑀ뚥걱뿯ꕘ10귓귓껗땯깩ꫬꡂꪺ뵳뵘꡴닎ꅃ
닄ꑇ뚥걱녎ꚹ뵳뵘꡴닎삳ꗎ꧳꣤빬23귓띳귓껗ꅃ롧ꗑ꓏싐ꪺ룪껆꓀꩒륌땻ꅁ쁈뗛
귓껗ꑀꑀꙡꕛꑊ꓀꩒ꅁ덶ꡂ귗굱귬ꥬꪺ뵳뵘꡴닎ꅃ맪믚냵ꛦ땻Ꟈ꙰ꑕꅇ 
A. ꓀꩒돦ꛬ꒧뿫쏑 
 (1).  ꡃꑀ귓귓껗덑뗸결ꗑꑀ덳쓲꧊ꪺꅵ늾냊ꅶ꧒멣ꚨꅃ덯꣇늾냊Ꙣ왛맮끏뿽
꒤걏뗹끏결ꅵ꣬(걙덂)ꅶꅁꛓ걙덂ꕩ꯼맏껑쁝꒤ꪺ걙귓냏냬ꅁ꙰띳꣬ꭄꑰ뮡냏ꅂ
ꑰ뮡냏ꅂ뉻ꛦ듁ꕚꯇꅂ걛뢹363ꪺ껑걛떥ꅃꅵ늾냊ꅶꑝꕩꗑ던뷍ꑈ귻ꑀꚸꚸꪺ뒣
냝ꅁ꙰ꅇꅵ궺ꗽꅁꟚ왛맮ꝁ꣬(걙ꑀ귓ꙡꓨ)ꅁꝁꗎ띎꛳Ꙣꅈꅶ꧎ꅵꑕꑀꡂꅁꟚ곝
ꢣꝁ꣬(걙ꙡꓨ)ꅁꝁꪺꗎ띎결꛳ꅈꅶ꣓냏꓀ꅃ 
  Ꙣꡃꑀꚸꪺ늾냊꒤ꅁꚳ꧒뿗ꅵ뒡ꚱꚡꅶꪺ꣆ꗳꅃꡃ귓꣆ꗳꝙ멣ꚨꗎ꣓꓀꩒ꪺ
냲ꖻ돦ꛬꅃꡃꑀ꣆ꗳ걏ꗑꑀ닕ꕩ룪뿫뭻ꪺꗎ띎꧎ꗘ볐ꪺ겡냊꧒닕ꚨꅁ꧎ꑀ닕꣏ꗎ
걙뫘ꕩ룪뿫쏑ꪺ맯뙈꒧겡냊ꅃꙝꚹꅁꑀ귓꣆ꗳ꒧늣ꗍꅁ궺ꗽ걏Ꙣ맏껑쁝꒤꒧맪엩
꧎엞뿨ꑗꪺ꫅뚡꒧뚡늾냊꣓뭻ꥷꅃꙢꡃꑀꚸ늾냊꒤ꅁ띳ꪺ꣆ꗳ꒧땯ꗍꥬ꧳ꖿꙢꛒ
뱻ꪺꗘ볐꧎맯뙈꟯엜ꑆꅁꛓ덯뫘꟯엜ꕩ롧ꗑꑀꚸꚸ쏾꛼늾냊ꪺ뒣냝꒤ꅁ꙰ꅵ럭ꝁ
Ꙣꅝ걙덂ꅞ껉ꅁꟚ왛맮ꝁ낵(걙꣆)ꅁꝁ낵ꢺ꣆ꪺꗎ띎걏꒰믲ꅈꅶ 녯꣬뵔뭻ꅃ 
 (2).  Ꙣꡃ귓귓껗꒤ꪺ꧒ꚳ꣆ꗳꞡ꣌Ꟈ뵳뢹ꅁꡃ귓뵳뢹ꕩꗎꝀ꓀꩒껉ꪺ냑ꛒ
쉉ꅃ꙰ꅇꑀ귓꣆ꗳꪺ뵳뢹결W014#<1>ꅁꝙꫭꗜ덯귓꣆ꗳ꣓ꛛW맏껑쁝꒤014덯귓
귓껗ꪺ닄ꑀ귓늾냊꒤꒧닄ꑀ귓띎맏꧎맯뙈ꅃ귓껗ꅂ늾냊ꥍ뒡ꚱ꣆ꗳ꒧쏶ꭙꕩ둹굺
  11꙰ꑕꅇꑀ귓귓껗걏ꗑꑀ귓꧎ꟳꙨꪺ늾냊꧒멣ꚨꅁꡃꑀ귓늾냊ꝙ꯼Ꙗꑀ귓맪엩꧊꧎
엞뿨꧊ꪺꙡꓨꅃꡃ귓늾냊걏ꗑꑀ귓꧎ꟳꙨꪺ뒡ꚱ꣆ꗳ꧒닕ꚨꅁꡃ귓뒡ꚱ꣆ꗳ걏ꗑ
ꑀ귓띎맏꧎맯뙈꣓ꥷ롱ꅃ 
   (3). 둎ꡃ귓귓껗ꛓꢥꅁ몡ꢬ쉳쓽돌뱳롱꒧띎롱꫌궺ꗽ덑뒣ꕘꅃꝙ꽁꓎ꅵ놽뫋
ꑀ맏껑쁝룪랽ꅶꪺ꣆ꗳ덑뗸결걏볧Ꙣꪺ쉳쓽겡냊ꅁ녎뙩ꑀꡂ낵꓀꩒ꅃ놽뫋ꪺ뻞Ꝁ
ꮬꥷ롱결ꅵ곝륌꧎ꛦ롧ꑀ뚵룪랽ꅶꅁ룪랽걏ꑈ귌ꗎ꣓룑ꡍ냝썄ꅂꝊꩁꝸ쏸ꅂ껸뽩
껉뚡꧎ꗰ뙾ꪺꩆꛨꅃꙢ맏껑쁝꒤ꅁꕩꕈ걏쁝싃꒤ꪺꑀ뚵뚵룪껆ꅁ꧎꯼ꕝꝴ껑ꅂ듁
ꕚꅂ냑ꛒꑵ꣣떥뻣엩쁝싃ꛓꢥꅃꑝꕩꕈ꯼꙰ꗺ뫐ꅂ륱뢣ꗘ뿽ꅁ꧎꣤ꕌ꙰볐뭸ꅂ볓
뱨맏떥덯쏾띪둍뮲ꝕ덝돆ꅃꚳ꣇Ꙣ맏껑쁝꒤왛맮꣬ꪺꛦ결뭐놽뫋맏껑쁝룪랽ꚹꑀ
겡냊때쏶ꅁ꙰ꅇ뭐ꑈ뷍룜ꅂ꣏ꗎ뱶Ꙍ뻷ꅂ곝ꛛꑶꪺ떧끏ꖻ떥ꅁꭨ꒣ꙁ낵뙩ꑀꡂ꓀
꩒ꅃ 
B. ꒺깥꓀꩒ꡂ왊 
 (4).  ꑕꑀꡂꭨꗑ녱왛맮꓎던뷍룪껆꒤ꅁ껚뻚ꓥ쑭꓀꩒ꛓ꣓ꪺ뉺뷗걛멣ꅁ둹굺
ꡃꑀꗳ꽁꓎놽뫋룪랽겡냊꒧꽓뱸ꅃꕈ귓껗W004결꣒ꅃꙢ닄ꑀ귓냊Ꝁꪺ왛맮끏뿽
律뗹끏ꅇ 
  ꅵꪽ놵꣬띳꣬ꭄꑰ뮡냏ꅁ놽뫋껑걛ꅁ뿯ꑆꑀꖻ껑ꅁ곝뗛껑ꗖꅁ꧱Ꙟ껑걛ꅃꅶ  
덯귓꣆ꗳꝙꕩ둹굺꣣ꚳꕈꑕ꒧꽓뱸ꅇꪽ놵꣬ꑀ귓ꑷꪾꪺꙡ쉉ꅁ곝륌껑걛ꑗꑀꖻꖻ
ꪺ껑ꅁ뿯ꑆꑀ귓뚵ꗘꣃ뱦맮룓뚵ꗘꪺꕾꗖꅃꙝꚹꅁꛦ결ꑗꪺ꽓뱸ꝙ결ꪽ놵늾냊ꅂ
곝ꅂ뿯ꅂ뱦걤ꅁ꣤꒤꽁꓎ꪺ룪랽걏껑ꅁꣃꕂ룓ꛦ결꽓뱸쇴ꝴ꣏ꗎ꫌꣣ꚳꙡ뉺ꛬ롭
ꪺꪾ쏑ꅃꙢ던뷍ꓥ뵚꒤ꅁ 
던뷍꫌뮡ꅇꅵꟚꢣ꣬ꝁ낵ꪺ닄ꑀꗳ꣆걏ꅁꪽ놵ꕨ꣬ꭄꑰ뮡냏쉳쓽ꅃ곝끟
꣓ꙮ릳ꛛ걛ꑗ뿯ꑆꑀꖻ껑ꅁ곝ꑆ껑ꗖꑗꪺꯊ궱ꅁ둎Ꙣꢺ껉ꝁ꽤
  12ꑕꑆꢺꖻ껑ꅃꝁ꿠ꝩ뙄Ꟛꝁ럭껉ꪺꗎ띎걏꒰믲뛜ꅈꅶ 
꣏ꗎ꫌뮡ꅇꅵꟚ띑ꅁꟚꑀ곝꣬ꢺ껑ꅁꕂ곝꣬ꑆꯊ궱꓎ꕄ썄꒧ꯡꅁꟚꭋꡍ
ꥷꢺ걏ꑀꖻꟚ라돟앷얪ꪺ껑ꅃꅶ 
Ꙣꕈꑗ맯룜꒤ꅁ꙰Ꙑꑝ꓏걍꧳ꕈꑕꑇ귓꣆ꗳ꒤ꅁ꣏ꗎ꫌ꪺꗘ볐꧎ꗎ띎걏ꅵ둍꟤ꅶ
뛇끏꣓얪ꅁꛓ맯뙈걏ꅵ뛇끏ꅶꅃ 
 (5).  땍ꯡꝙꕩ뿫쏑ꕘ꣆ꗳ꒧뚡곛맯삳꧳뉺뷗걛멣꒤ꙕ궱ꙖꪺꙀ덱덂ꅃꙢ왛맮
룪껆꒤뫲놵뗛ꪺ꣢귓꣆ꗳ결ꅇ 
         놽뫋ꅂꩠ뗸ꯊ궱ꅂ꧱Ꙟ; 
       놽뫋ꅂ걤곝ꭥ둘궶ꅂꭏ꽤ꅃ 
ꩠ띎ꑇ꫌꣣ꚳ곛Ꙑꪺꛦ결꽓뱸ꅁꝙꩠ뗸껑걛ꅁ뿯ꑆꑀꖻꅁ샋걤껑ꪺ걙ꑀ뎡ꗷꅃꙢ
던뷍룪껆꒤꒧끏룼꙰ꑕꅇ 
던뷍귻ꅇꅵꝁ쑾쓲ꕨꢺ꣠쉳쓽ꅁꝁ뿯ꑆꑀꖻ껑ꅁ곝곝ꯊ궱ꅁ땍ꯡ꧱Ꙟ걛ꑗꅃ뿯
ꑆꕴꑀꖻ껑ꅁ곝곝ꯊ궱ꅁ둎땯뉻ꑆꑀꖻ껑ꅁꝁ녎ꖦ꽤ꑕ꣓ꅃꙢꢺ껉ꅁ
ꝁꪺꗎ띎꛳Ꙣꅈꅶ 
꣏ꗎ꫌ꅇꅵꟚ뉱띑ꅁꟚꑪꙨ볆껉뛉Ꙗ뛇끏ꓥ뻇ꅁꟚ꧱Ꙟꪺꢺꖻ껑랥ꕩ꿠꒣걏뛇
끏꧊ꪺ.ꅶ 
        던뷍귻ꅇꅵ땍ꯡꝁ걄ꑆꑀꖻ껑ꅁꕂꭏ꽤ꑆꖦꅃꅶ 
        ꣏ꗎ꫌ꅇꅵ걏ꅁꢺ걏ꑀꖻ뛇끏ꅃꅶ 
       던뷍귻ꅇꅵꙝꚹꅁꝁ굮ꢺꖻ껑걏ꙝ결띑꟤ꑀꖻ뛇끏ꅈꅶ 
       ꣏ꗎ꫌ꅇꅵ걏ꅁ띑꟤ꑀꖻꟚ쒱녯꣣ꚳꗰ뙾ꅂꚳ깔볖꧊ꪺ뛇끏ꅃꅶ 
녱ꕈꑗꪺ뷍룜꒤ꅁ띎맏걏ꅵ둍꟤ꅶꅁ맯뙈걏ꅵ뛇끏ꅶꅁ꽁꓎ꪺ룪랽걏껑ꅃ꯶ꚹꅁ
ꛦ결꓎냊뻷ꑗꪺ꽓뱸뭐꽁꓎ꪺ룪랽ꅁꭋꕩꕈ덑뿫쏑ꕘ꣓ꅃ땍ꯡꅁꙕ궱Ꙗ꒤곛꛼ꪺ
꽓뱸ꙁ쉫꿇ꚨꑀ귓귓꒣Ꙑꪺ쏾ꝏꅃ꣒꙰ꅁ둎ꛦ결ꓨ궱ꛓꢥꅁꑔ귓꒣Ꙑꪺ냊Ꝁ걏ꅇ
  13ꅵꩠ뗸ꅶꅂꅵ걄뿯ꅶꅂꅵ슽걤ꅶꅃ둎냊뻷ꛓ뷗ꅁ띎맏쏾ꮬ꒧ꑀ걏ꅵ꟤둍ꅶꅁ맯뙈
쏾ꮬ꒧ꑀ걏걙ꑀꓥ뻇쏾ꮬꪺ껑ꅃ 
 (6).ꡃꑀ꣆ꗳ럭ꚳ뽗꽓ꪺ꽓뱸ꕘ뉻껉ꑝ라ꕛꕈ끏뿽ꅃꙁꕈW004귓껗결꣒ꅃ귓
껗004꒤ꑕꑀ귓꣆ꗳ결ꅇ 
 던뷍귻ꅇꅵꙮꅁꝁ놵ꑕ꣓낵ꪺ꣆걏ꝁ꣬덯ꑇ볓꣓ꅁ뉻ꛦ듁ꕚ냏ꅁꝁ뙽ꥬ쉳쓽걛ꑬꅁ
ꩠ뗸뗛ꑀꖻ싸뭸ꅁ곝뗛ꯊ궱ꅁ땍ꯡ꧱Ꙟ걛ꑗꅁꙁ쑾쓲쉳쓽ꅁꙢ럭껉ꅁꝁꗸ
맏낵꒰믲ꅈꅶ 
꣏ꗎ꫌ꅇꅵ랥ꕩ꿠걏꟤ꖻ낷녤싸뭸ꅁꛓꢺ꣠ꑀꖻꑝꡓꚳꅃ곝ꑆ Mother Earth띳뭄ꅁ
ꕵꚳꢺ볋ꅃꟚꝐꥷꙢꢺ싸뭸律ꡓꚳꯜꙨꟚ띐뾳뷬ꪺꓥ뎹ꅁ꧒ꕈꟚ쑾쓲쉳쓽
ꑕꕨ꣬ Newsweek ꪺꙡꓨꅁ꺳ꑆꑇꖻꅃꅶ 
쏾꛼ꭥ굺ꅁꙢꚹ꣆ꗳ꒤ꅁꟚ귌ꩠ띎꣬꣏ꗎ꫌ꪽ놵꣬ꑀ귓ꑷꪾꪺꙡ쉉ꅁꛦ결꽓뱸걏
놽뫋ꑀ꡴ꙃ걛ꑗꪺ듁ꕚꅁ걄뿯ꑆꑀ뚵ꅁ뱦맮ꢺ뚵ꗘꪺꯊ궱ꅃ꽁꓎ꪺ룪랽걏듁ꕚꅁ
맯뙈걏ꑀ낷녤싸뭸ꅃ귈녯ꩠ띎ꪺ걏쇶땍꣏ꗎ꫌ꪺ띎맏걏 ꅵꕨ둍꟤ꑀꖻ낷녤싸뭸ꅶ ꅁ
꛽ꕌꡓꚳ꟤꣬ꗴ꛳ꑀꖻꅃꑝ둎걏뮡ꅁ뱦걤꧒걄뿯ꕘ꣓ꪺ듁ꕚꪺ띎맏걏ꅵ뗻꛴ꅶ룓
뚵ꗘꅁꕈꭋꝐꥷ걏ꝟ결ꕏ꣤띐쒱ꚳ뷬ꪺ얪ꪫꅃ땍ꯡ얪꫌Ꝑꥷꑆ덯꣇ꓥ뎹ꣃ꒣ꕏꕌ
띐뾳뷬ꅁ떲ꩇ녎룓뚵ꗘ꧱Ꙟ걛ꑗꅃ둎냊뻷꧎띎맏ꓨ궱ꛓꢥꅁ덯둎걏ꑀ귓뿫쏑꣆ꗳ
꒤뽗꽓꧒Ꙣꪺꑀ귓꣒ꑬ ꅃ ꚹꕾ ꅁ 덯꣇꣆ꗳ꒤꧒ꛒ뱻ꪺ룪랽꒧ꙀꙐ덂결ꖦ귌ꞡ걏 ꅵ룪
끔ꪫꗳꅶꅃꕈ덯뫘ꓨꚡꅁ녎꽓ꥷꛦ결ꪺ꣆ꗳꑀꑀ뿫뭻ꕘ꣓ꣃꕛꕈ꓀쏾ꅃꢺ꣇곛쏶
ꪺ쏾ꝏꭨ뙩ꑀꡂ쉫꿇ꚨꟳꑀ꿫꧊ꪺ쏾ꝏꅃ럭쁈ꯡ띕꣓띕Ꙩ귓껗ꪺ꣆ꗳꕛꑊ삳ꗎꅁ
ꫬꡂꪺ쏾ꝏ둎꒣쉟덑ꕛꕈ귗굱ꅃ 
 (7).  Ꙣ꓀꩒륌땻꒤ꅁ맯꧒ꚳ귓껗ꕈꑗ닄4-6귓ꡂ왊ꞡ꓏싐냵ꛦꅃꡃ럭둹굺꓎꓀
꩒ꑀ귓띳ꪺ꣆ꗳꅁꖦ꧎꫌맯ꑆ룑쉳쓽ꛓꢥ걏궫굮ꪺ띳궱Ꙗ뒣꣑ꑆ맪쏒꧊ꪺ둹굺ꅁ
꧎꫌맯뉺뷗ꑗ걊꙳ꪺ궱Ꙗ뒣꣑ꑆ롧엧꧊ꪺ쏒뻚ꅃ 
  14ꗮꅂ룪껆꓀꩒떲ꩇ뭐룠쓀 
  ꖻꓥ돸ꝩꚹ곣ꡳꛛ왛맮꓎던뷍ꛓ녯꒧룪껆ꅁꕈ꒺깥꓀꩒ꩫ꓎닎군꓀꩒ꩫ뙩ꛦ
룪껆꓀꩒뭐뻣뉺ꅁꕈ꓎룪껆ꪺ룠쓀ꅃ궺ꗽꅁ꓀꩒뇸ꙃ쉳쓽ꪺ떲ꩇ꓎꣤띎롱ꅁꣃꓞ
쏒곛쏶맪꣒ꅆ놵뗛ꅁ뻣뉺쉫꿇ꕘ멣ꚨꚨꕜ쉳쓽꒧ꙝ꿀ꅆ꣤ꚸꅁ놴끑뱶암쉳쓽꒧ꙝ
꿀ꣃ닎군ꕈꑗꙕꙝ꿀땯ꗍ꒧쁗뉶ꅆ돌ꯡꅁ뭠뚰ꅂ쉫꿇ꙕ뫘쉳쓽쏾ꮬꅁꣃ닎군ꙕ쏾
ꮬ땯ꗍ꒧쁗뉶ꅃ 
ꑀꅂ쉳쓽ꪺ떲ꩇ 
 
  녱ꓥ쑭꓀꩒꣓곝ꅁꙢ맏껑쁝뻇뭐룪끔샋꿁믢냬꒤쉳쓽ꪺ떲ꩇꕝ걁ꅇ띎ꕾ땯
뉻ꅂ룪끔믝ꡄꪺ귗ꖿꅂ꟤꣬ꗘ볐룪끔ꅂ뻇닟ꅂꖢꕨꓨꙖꅂ룪끔뙗룼ꅂ껉뚡ꫡ뙏ꅂ
깔볖뭐뫊럾/뫊뗸떥ꅃ맯럓ꛓꢥꅁꖻ곣ꡳ땯뉻쉳쓽떲ꩇꪺ쏾ꝏ꙰ꑕ꧒ꗜꅇ 
1. 띎ꕾ땯뉻 
  띎ꕾ땯뉻꯼ꪺ걏둍녯귬ꗽꡓꚳ륷듁꟤꣬꧎ꕏꑈ띐꣬뾳뷬ꪺ룪끔ꅃ덯귓쏾ꝏ꣥
ꮬꪺ꣒ꑬ꙰ꑕꅇ 
(1) L049[#3] 
I:  Okay, what did you intend at that time? 
U:  Because that is my favorite aisle, it is related with my profession, so you see, 
there is foundations, there is soil dynamics, there is a lot of subjects that is real 
interesting. 
I: I  see. 
U:  [and] The geology of technical engineering. But I was looking at some titles, 
and then I   decided to take the one that I found there, I found it no problem, and 
I found by chance another one that I wanted to read. 
 
(2) L072[#5] 
I:  Okay, then in terms of this whole locating activity, how 
successful were you? 
U:  For the overall day? 
I:  No, …for… while you were at the stacks? 
U:  Probably pretty good. 
I:  Why do you feel that way? 
U:  Well for both the things which I came here with information 
about in terms of call numbers or EPA document numbers I was 
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went so far as to find some things I didn't expect to find. 
 
ꕈꑗ꣢귓꣒ꑬꞡ걏Ꙣ껑걛뚡꟤둍꧒굮ꪺ뚵ꗘ껉, 놽둹룓냏뚡ꪺ껑굉ꛓ띎ꕾ땯뉻ꚳ
뾳뷬ꪺ룪껆ꅃ 
2. 룪끔믝ꡄꪺ귗ꖿ 
  덯귓쏾ꗘ꯼ꪺ걏얪꫌놽둹꧒Ꙣꪺ룪끔샴맒ꅁ맮쒱꣬ꡓꚳ륷듁꧎ꚳꗎꪺ룪끔ꅁ
ꛓ덯꣇룪끔ꕩ꿠꟯엜얪꫌ꪺꪾ쏑ꪬ멁ꅁ놵뗛뱶암꧎꟯엜귬ꗽꪺ룪끔믝ꡄꅃ 
꣒꙰귓껗W078귬ꗽ굮꣏ꗎꑀꖻValue Lineꪺ볆뻚룪껆Ꝁꚳ쏶꒽ꕱꪺ꓀꩒, ꛽
ꚳꑈꙢꗎ, ꙝꚹ슽빜ꑆꕴꑀꖻ껑the World Almanacꅵꭋꛒ뱻꟯엜Ꝁ돸ꝩꪺꓨꙖꅶ, 
꓀꩒ꚳ쏶륂냊뿯ꓢꪺ볆뻚ꅃ 
I:  Okay, you reshelved that, and you went over to the reference librarian and what 
did you ask her? [#3] 
U:  Right, the World Almanac of Records or something like that. 
…… 
I:  So what did you intend to accomplish using the 
U: Okay, now I was considering another topic that had to do with, since we are 
very open ended on the kind of things we are allowed to analyze, I was looking 
for something in sports, sports statistics, like teams or individuals or something 
like that.  And I figured that might be a good source of data, because like I said 
I still haven't fully decided, so I wanted to see what was in that, if there might be 
anything. 
I:  And do you feel you were successful, did you find anything? 
U:  Yeah, I did find something that I may, could possibly do the paper.  I still may 
do the company thing, somebody was using the Value Line as I said, ah, and I 
didn't want to start collecting all of the data from that until I decided that's what 
I'm going to do.  But I did get something out of the almanac which was ah… 
 
(2) L004[#6] 
I:  So then I saw you read a note on hand and then you turned to the stacks, the 
back stacks, I think it is about stack #30, first of all you were at stack #27, then 
you went to stack #30.  Right? 
… 
U:  I went to look for another book. 
I:  Is that the book you were looking for? 
U:  No, it was another book.  I didn't find the book I was looking for in that room. 
I:  Okay, and you also browsed the spines? 
U:  Yeah, because I didn't find the book I was looking for, so I was just looking for 
other books because it was the same material. 
 
  16ꑗ꣒꒤, ꣏ꗎ꫌Ꙣ껑걛뚡귬ꖻꙢ꟤꽓ꥷꪺꑀꖻ껑, ꡓꚳ꟤꣬꛽놽둹륌땻땯뉻꫾꫱
뎣걏곛꛼ꪺ껑껉둎ꅵ뙽ꥬ샋뗸꣤ꕌꪺ껑ꅶꅁ꒣ꙁꭝ궭ꑀꥷ굮룓껑. 
 
3.  ꟤꣬ꗘ볐룪끔 
 
  ꯼얪꫌꟤꣬띑굮ꪺ룪끔ꅁ꒣뫞얪꫌띑굮샲녯ꪺ룪끔ꪺ꟎ꚡ결꛳ꅃ꣥ꮬ꣒ꑬ꙰
ꑕꅁ꣤꒤W028슽빜꣢ꖻꚳ쏶ꡔꢮꪺ껑꟤꣬꧒굮ꪺ꽓ꥷꓨ궱ꪺ룪껆ꅁF004ꭨ걏녱
샋뗸볆뫘껑꒤꟤ꕘ꧒굮ꪺꑀꖻꅇ 
(1) W028[#2]<1> 
I:  Okay, the first one you took out was 1989 New Car Prices. You flipped 
through the pages, and you stopped at one page and studied it, and you stopped 
periodically to take notes.  What were you trying to do at that point?  
U:  I left that book to go because I went to another book that rated the cars that was 
the specific and then I went back to the 
I:  Do you recall the title of that that book?  
U:  New 1989 Car Ratings. That's not the specific title but that's the gist of it, but I 
don't recall it. 
I:  So did you have specific car models in mind? 
U:  Yes I did, well one specific car, the rest I chose mostly at random, you know 
background.  Specifically, I was looking for the Skylark Buick. 
I:  Skylark Buick? and so in general do you feel you were successful at finding 
the information you wanted in these books? 
U: Yes. 
I:  And why do you feel that way? 
U:  Because I was looking for specific points and each of those was covered by 
these two books. 
 
(2) F004[#1] 
I:  …Ok, after I met you in the back of the library, you went right to the card 
catalog and you flipped through a few cards.  What was the intent of that 
activity? 
U:  …I was trying to search for the author's name, and I realized what it was 
because it was already in the bibliographical reference that I had gotten before, 
so I knew basically where it was, and it was just a matter of sorting through 
these five or ten books that we have and finding the appropriate one that I was 
looking for. 
I:  Ok, and with that activity did you feel successful or unsuccessful? 
U: Successful 
I:  And why did you feel that way? 
U:  I found the exact book and it was properly placed on the shelf, so. 
 
4.  뻇닟 
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띳ꪾ꧎Ꝭꚬ귬꣓꒣ꪾ륄ꪺ끔꺧ꅃ꣥ꮬ꣒ꑬ꙰ꑕꅁꙢ슽꟤걏ꝟꚳ띐뾳뷬꧎ꚳꗎꪺ룪
껆ꪺ륌땻꒤ꅁ샲ꪾ귬ꖻ꧒꒣ꪾ륄ꪺ꣆ꗳ꧎뭐꓁ꢭ믝굮ꚳ쏶꒧껸꺧ꅇ 
(1) W088[#2]<2> 
I:  Okay, and then you actually sat down and you read the first magazine and you 
read it, then you flipped through the pages, continued reading, what was your 
intent with that activity? 
U:  Merely to scan to see if there was anything of strong interest that I might want to 
read.  I actually only read two of the articles but most, both of these magazines 
were fairly, heavily pictures so, not a lot of reading material. 
I:  Okay, for this activity did you feel successful or unsuccessful? 
U:  Oh successful, it increased my knowledge of current events. 
I:  And why did you feel that way? 
U:  Because I read things that I had not read before. 
 
(2) F021[#1] 
I:  And during this flipping and selecting, it was the same activity, … you also had 
set aside two issues  
U: Uh  hum 
I:  What was the intent with that activity? 
U:  Um, well, when I came here I knew exactly what I was looking for, an article on 
a company that had possible data to file on our reports that we do, the balance of 
payments. so I had remembered reading the article but I didn't remember what 
issue it was.  So I was looking through the different issues, but I couldn't find 
it. But in the process I found other things that were of interest. 
I:  Good, with that activity did you feel successful or unsuccessful? 
U:  Um, successful  
I:  And why did you feel that way? 
U:  Um, well I got some information on industry categories to increase my 
knowledge of what certain corporations do and maybe some possible leads on 
companies that might not be filing at the present time but are potential filers.  
 
(3) L009[#2] 
I:  After that I saw you sitting down and read the journal again, what did you 
intend to accomplish at that stage and how successful were you? 
U:  Well sometimes the copying machine doesn't work well and it misses part of the 
pages and so I was, I had a specific aim to get this paper, so I was reading the 
key parts whether they had the specific methods I was looking for in that paper. 
I:  Were you successful? 
U:  Yeah, I read the methods and I found out more or less what they had done. 
 
 
5.  ꗰ뚢깔볖 
 
  쉳쓽ꪺ떲ꩇ꒧ꑀ걏몡ꢬ얪꫌ꗰ뚢(W059)껸뽩껉뚡(W079)꧎볈껉꧊끫싷ꓩ녠
  18꣒ꛦ꒽꣆ꪺ믝ꡄ(꙰L026)ꅃꑕ꣒꒤ꅁW059Ꙣ놽둹띳꣬ꑰ뮡냏ꪺ껑걛ꯡ둍꟤꣬ꛛ
뭻쇙꒣뿹ꪺꗰ뚢얪ꪫꅁꛓW079ꕈ쉳쓽껑걛ꖴ땯껉뚡걊걏ꗘꪺꑝ걏떲ꩇꅃ 
 
(1) W059[#2] 
I:  After the rental books you started browsing in the new fiction area, selected a 
book, read the jacket and kept the book.  What was your intention at that point?  
U:  Just to find some diversion reading that sounded reasonably good. 
I:  Do you feel you were successful or unsuccessful? 
U: Successful  enough. 
I:  Why did you feel that way? 
U:  The story sounded like it might have some interest to me, as a diversion. 
 
(2) W079[#2] 
I:  Okay, after you made your first selection you continued browsing the new 
fiction area for another few minutes, again doing the same thing looking at the 
cover of the jacket, looking through… At that point you did select another 
book, what was your intention there?  
U:  I didn't have any intention there. 
… 
U:  Just, I had no, wasn't setting out with anything of any, just I didn't know 
whether it was the cover that caught my eye, or the title that caught my eye, or 
it was the subject matter that caught my eye.  Any one of those could have 
been. 
I:  Okay, during that second activity in the new fiction area did you feel you were 
successful or unsuccessful? 
U:  Successful as, the fact that I didn't find anything was successful I guess.  Again, 
that was strictly, it was a casual reading with no significance whatsoever.  
Because I was just killing time, you know it wasn't important, it was important 
to kill time. 
 
(3) L026[#9]<2> 
I:        Okay, let's do it one by one at that time.  In the first volume what did you find? 
U:     The first volume …and then the second volume… it was titled "The Metromax 
Project" ..and that was  exactly what I was looking for, but the other article 
helped. And just maybe in the middle of it, I took a break for five minutes. And 
I started paging around. And I found something on  television, broadcasting for 
meterology. They gave certificates for people who are on television and radio.  I 
just paged through that, I found Frank Fields' name, he's a TV guy on Channel 2, 
so that caught my eye and I just sort of  relaxed and went back to what I had to 
do. 
… 
I:     When you paged around how successful were you, did you find something 
interesting?  You said that for the last 5 minutes you just paged through... 
U:     Yeah, I paged through just to see if I would find something that might be 
interesting and not related to what I was doing, just to give me a break and I did 
find something interesting, as I said it was about the television stuff, and it was 
fun to read for a while, it gave me a well needed break. 
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6.  룪끔뭠뚰 
  룪끔뭠뚰꯼ꪺ걏샲꣺걙꣇룪끔ꕈ돆ꖼ꣓ꕩ꿠꒧ꝑꗎ;ꕩ결뽺뿯띑굮ꪺ룪끔꒧
륌땻늣ꗍꪺ떲ꩇꅁꗧꕩ결낸땍륊꣬ꪺ떲ꩇꅃ 
꣒꙰ꅁꑕ꣒꒤W088ꪽ놵꺳끟꽓ꥷꪺ돸꿈슽빜ꅁ뭠뚰냓띾곛쏶끔꺧ꅁW014
ꭨꙢ뽺뿯꒤뭠뚰꣬ꕴꑀꗘꪺꕩ꿠ꗎꑗꪺ룪끔 ꅁ ꛓF009ꭨꙢ놽뫋룪끔맒껉ꯪꖩ곝꣬
띐뾳뷬ꪺꕄ썄ꛓ뚶ꭋ뭠뚰꣬ꖼ꣓ꚳꗎꪺ룪끔ꅃ 
(1) W088[#1]<1> 
I:  …you went right to the newspaper, the daily newspaper display area, saw you 
select a newspaper and you took the paper to a table in the reading area and you 
began to read the first section.  What was your intention with that activity?  
U:  To get the perspective of the Wall Street Journal on the current events that 
influence business. 
I:  Okay, in that activity would you say you were successful or unsuccessful? 
U: Successful. 
I:     And why do you feel that way? 
U:  Well, this is an information gathering session, I mean for me, from the 
newspapers and since I read the articles that have interest to me, I felt that that 
was success. 
 
(2) W014[#8]<5> 
I:  Then you pulled out another, another book on trains, largely the, as the time 
before? 
U:  A little different, this one was about …a specific railroad I was interested in, the 
New York Central, and one of their train stations. 
I:     And how successful were you? 
U:  I think I was a little more successful there. 
I:     Why do you feel that way? 
U:  The book had certain history and information and diagrams that I felt I could 
use in the future for other work that I was doing. 
I:  So it had sufficient detail.  Then you put it back again because you have other 
projects pending at this point? 
U:     Right.  I'm going to keep that one in the back of my mind. 
 
(3) F009[#2] 
I:  Ok, um, after you held onto that volume, you continued scanning once more 
and then you walked over to the reference desk and I saw you flip through a 
journal that was on the desk there.  What was your intent with that activity? 
[#2] 
U:  Um, because the topic was interesting.  It had to do with China and I'm 
interested in China. 
  20I:  Ok, and with that activity, did you feel successful or unsuccessful? 
U: Successful 
I:  And why did you feel that way? 
U:  Because it was interesting, and I learned that this piece of reference was 
available for some potential future use. 
 
7.   룲ꑗ띳ꪾ 
  ꯼롧ꗑ놽뫋슽빜ꅁ끬시ꑆ걙ꑀꕄ썄ꅂꚳ뾳뷬ꪺ꣆ꪫ꧎꣆ꗳꅂ꧎걙ꑀꪾ쏑믢냬ꪺ
땯깩ꛓꭏ꯹ꪾ쏑ꑗ꒣뢨ꯡꅃ 
(1) W004[#3] 
I:  Okay, then you went down further,… and you did some more browsing and then 
selected, I believe, it was two magazines which you looked through and decided 
to keep. What was your intention at that point? 
U:  Well, the first magazine that I picked up featured an article about Nancy 
Reagan's latest book, My Turn, and because I feel as though I've heard and read 
enough about her, I just didn't feel as though I wanted to go through that. So I 
found two others that I thought had things in them that were not, that I hadn't 
really read about too much. 
I:  Okay, do you feel you were successful? 
U: Yes. 
I:  Why do you feel that way? 
U:  Well, I guess it's that Newsweek sums up pretty well what takes place 
thoughout the world and it has a lot of good concise articles that can keep me up 
to date. 
 
(2) W088[#1]<2> 
I:  After reading the first section of the paper, you did the logical thing and read the 
second section of the paper.  What was your intention in that activity? 
U:  More of the same thing, the center section concentrates more on financial news 
whereas the first section also relates to world news as it affects business. 
I:  Okay.  And for the second activity did you feel successful or unsuccessful? 
U: Successful. 
I:  And why did you feel that way? 
U: Because I got up to date on the events that had transpired as of the 30th of 
November. 
 
8.  몡ꢬꙮ꥟ꓟ 
     몡ꢬ냲꧳ꕾꙢ꣆ꪫꪺ꣫뽅ꛓꓞ땯귓ꑈ꒺Ꙣ뇽ꑀ놴ꡳ뎺ꪺꓟ멁ꅃ 
 
(1) W079[#5] 
I:     Okay, then you sat down in the little sitting area there, reading area, and you 
picked up one of your books and you kind of looked through the beginning, 
slowly page through the rest of the book. What was your intention with that 
  21activity?  
U:     Curiosity, it happened to be, the book was  "What Do People Do in Bed." 
I:         Oh.  That was the title, huh? 
U:    Yeah, it was the title.  It just struck my curiosity about why someone would 
write a book and whether it was worthwhile reading and it was, it wasn't 
worthwhile taking out.  But it satisfied my curiosity though.  I mean, it  wasn't  a 
particularly interesting book so I put it back. 
I:         Did you feel successful or unsuccessful with that? 
U:       Successful. 
I:        And why did you feel that way? 
U:      Because it satisfied my curiosity. 
 
9. ꕴꕾꑀ쏾ꭨ걏Ꙣ놽뫋겡냊ꯡꅁ귓껗ꫭꗜꅵꡓꚳ꟤꣬꧒믝ꪺ룪끔ꅶꅃ 
 
  ꑗ굺ꖻ곣ꡳ꒤땯뉻ꪺ쉳쓽떲ꩇ꓎꣤ꥷ롱냑ꢣꫭꑀꅃ맯럓ꫭꑇ곛쏶ꓥ쑭꒤뒦ꗜ
꒧쉳쓽떲ꩇꅁꙢ맏껑쁝뻇뭐룪끔곬뻇ꓥ쑭꒤꧒끑뷗쉳쓽ꪺ떲ꩇ꒤ꅁ ꅵꖢꕨꓨꙖꅶ ꅂ
ꅵ룪끔뙗룼ꅶꅂꅵ껉뚡ꫡ뙏ꅶ떥ꙕ뚵ꣃꖼꙢꖻ곣ꡳ꒤ꕘ뉻ꅁ덯꣇뚵ꗘ뭐룪끔샋꿁
ꪺ놡맒ꚳ곛럭ꑪꪺ쏶ꭙꅃ쇶땍ꚹ곣ꡳꚳ꣇껗꣒ꑝꕘ뉻얪꫌꣏ꗎ뵵ꑗ꒽ꗎꗘ뿽ꪺ놡
꟎ꅁꙝ결꧒뭠뚰ꪺ룪껆ꣃ꒣궭ꥷꙢ얪꫌뭐룪끔샋꿁꡴닎꒬냊ꪺ륌땻ꅁꙝꚹꓥ쑭꒤
덯둘뫘떲ꩇꣃꖼ곰엣ꕘ꣓ꅃ 
        ꕴꑀꓨ궱귈녯ꩠ띎ꪺ걏ꅁꅵ룪끔뭠뚰ꅶ덯귓뚵ꗘꖼꙢ맏껑쁝뻇뭐룪끔곬뻇ꓥ
쑭꒤꽓ꝏ뒣꓎ꅁ꛽Ꙣꖻ곣ꡳ꒤땯뉻ꅵ룪끔뭠뚰ꅶ걏곛럭궫굮ꪺꑀ뚵쉳쓽ꛦ결꒧떲
ꩇꅃ뛇닎ꑗ맏껑쁝ꪺꩁ냈ꦹꦹ낲덝얪꫌맯꧒믝ꪺ룪끔ꚳ곛럭뉍랡ꪺꑆ룑ꅁꛓꕤꓹ
ꗘ뿽ꪺ덝군ꝙꕈꚳ궭ꪺ샋꿁ꓨꚡꛓꕂ곛럭떲멣꓆ꙡꓞ뻉얪꫌꟤꣬꧒믝룪끔ꅁꦿ늤
ꑆ얪꫌룪끔믝ꡄ엜냊ꪺꖻ뷨ꅃꟚ귌껉녠ꕩꕈ얥꣬얪꫌쒱녯ꗘ뿽꒣꧶꣏ꗎꪺꧪꯨꅁ
꭯ꡓꚳ꽵ꖿꑆ룑ꅂ뛉얥ꕌ귌ꪺ믝굮ꅃꙢꖻ곣ꡳ꒤ꅁ얪꫌걏롧ꗑꑀ룪끔륌쉯
ꅝinformation filteringꅞꪺ륌땻Ꙣ뭠뚰룪끔ꅁ꧎꫌둍꟤돌닗띑놵쒲ꪺ룪끔뵵꿁ꅃ
샋꿁꡴닎덝군ꑈ귻삳ꯤ꿁꙰꛳Ꙣ꡴닎덝군ꑗꓤ뒩덯뚵믝ꡄꅃ 
ꫭꑀ: ꖻ곣ꡳ꒤땯뉻ꪺ쉳쓽떲ꩇ꓎꣤ꥷ롱 
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7. 룲ꑗ띳ꪾ  맯걙ꑀꕄ썄ꅂꚳ뾳뷬ꪺ꣆ꪫꅂ꣆ꗳꅂ꧎걙ꑀꪾ쏑믢냬ꭏ꯹꒣뢨ꯡ
8. 몡ꢬꙮ꥟ꓟ  몡ꢬ냲꧳ꕾꙢ꣆ꪫꪺ꣫뽅ꛓꓞ땯귓ꑈ꒺Ꙣ뇽ꑀ놴ꡳ뎺ꪺꓟ멁 
9. ꖼ꟤꣬꧒믝룪끔 ꯼ꡓꚳ꟤꣬ꓞ땯룪끔띪둍ꛦ결ꪺ볐ꪺ룪끔 
 
ꫭꑇꅇꓥ쑭꒤뒦ꗜ꒧궫굮ꪺ쉳쓽떲ꩇ 
  띎ꕾ 
땯뉻 
귗ꖿ 
룪끔믝ꡄ
꟤꣬ 
ꗘ볐룪끔
뻇닟 ꖢꕨ
ꓨꙖ
룪끔
뙗룼
껉뚡 
ꫡ뙏 
ꗰ뚢 
깔볖 
뫊놱 
맏껑쁝뻇  x  x         x  x 
룪끔샋꿁믢냬    x x x  x  x  x     
 
 
 
ꑇꅂ쉳쓽ꚨꕜ꒧ꙝ꿀 
 
        ꖻ론쉫꿇둎쉳쓽ꚨꕜ뭐ꝟ뙩ꛦ꓀꩒ꪺ떲ꩇꅃ꓀꩒룪껆꣓ꛛ럭던뷍귻끷맯귓ꝏ
꒧놽뫋겡냊룟냝ꅵ맯꧳ꢺ뚵겡냊ꅁꝁꚨꕜꙡ륆꣬ꗘꪺꪺ땻ꯗ꙰꛳?ꅶꅁꕈ꓎꣏ꗎ
  23꫌맯덑왛맮꣬ꪺ꽓ꥷꛦ결걏ꝟ륆ꚨꗘꪺ꧒낵ꪺ뗻꛴뇔굺ꅃ꣤꒤ꅁ꣌꣼던꫌Ꙟ떪ꚨ
ꕜꙡ륆ꚨꗘꪺꪺ땻ꯗꅁꕩ냏꓀결ꑔ귓쏾ꮬꅇꚨꕜꅂ뎡ꗷꚨꕜꅂ꒣ꚨꕜꅃꕈꑕ껚뻚
ꙕ귓쏾ꮬꅁ녎꣼던꫌Ꙟ떪ꪺ뉺ꗑ뭐땯ꗍ꒧ꚸ볆쉫꿇꙰ꑕꅃ 
ꫭꑔ 얪꫌뭻결ꚨꕜꪺ뉺ꗑ뭐땯ꗍꚸ볆 
뭻결ꚨꕜꪺ뉺ꗑ  땯ꗍ쁗뉶ꅝꚸꅞ
1.1 Found the item neededꅝ꟤꣬꧒믝뚵ꗘꅞ  <7> 
1.2 Found "an" item needed ꅝ꟤꣬ꑀꗳ꧒믝뚵ꗘꅞ  <14>  
1.3 Found "new" items that matched personal interest   
ꅝ꟤꣬귓ꑈ띐뾳뷬ꪺ띳꣆ꪫꅞ 
<5> 
1.4 "Keeps me up to date"  ꅝ엽Ꟛ룲ꑗ띳ꪾꅞ  <8> 
1.5 Accomplished what was intended to do ꅝ엽Ꟛ륆꣬ꗘꪺꅞ  <7> 
1.6 Information read was interesting ꅝ꧒얪ꪺ룪끔ꯜꚳ뷬ꅞ  <1> 
1.7 Information read was entertaining  ꅝ꧒얪ꪺ룪끔ꚳ뷕뺯껄ꩇꅞ <3> 
1.8 Information was pertinent to what is needed ꅝ룪끔ꥍ꧒믝ꝫꙘꅞ  <9> 
1.9 Gained more information on the subject  
ꅝ샲녯ꚳ쏶룓ꕄ썄ꟳꙨꪺ룪끔ꅞ 
<1> 
1.10 Found information for future reference or potential use   
ꅝ꟤꣬ꖼ꣓ꕩꕈ냑ꛒ꧎ꕩ꿠ꗎꑗꪺ룪끔ꅞ 
<4> 
1.11 Didn't find the item intended but found other information of 
interest.  (ꡓꚳ꟤꣬꧒띑꟤ꪺꅁ꛽걏꟤꣬ꑆ꣤ꕌ띐뾳뷬ꪺ룪끔)
<3> 
1.12 Information read was useful for making a decision   
ꅝ꧒얪ꪺ룪끔ꚳꝕ꧳굱ꥷꡍ떦ꅞ 
<7> 
1.13 Was able to decide what not to read, so as to not waste time  
       (꣏Ꟛ꿠냷ꡍꥷ꒰믲걏꒣ꖲ얪ꅁ꧒ꕈ꒣라껶뙏껉뚡) 
<2> 
1.14 Didn't notice I skipped anything interesting or useful 
      ꅝꟚꡓꚳ뿹륌꒰믲ꚳ뷬꧎ꚳꗎꪺ룪끔ꅞ 
<4> 
1.15 Not urgent ꅝ꒣ꯦꅞ  <1> 
1.16 No reason ꅝꡓꚳ꒰믲뉺ꗑꅞ  <1> 
  24 
  냲ꖻꑗꅁ맏껑쁝쉳쓽꫌롧엧ꚨꕜꪺ뉺ꗑꕩ냏꓀결ꕼ귓ꕄ굮쏾ꮬ ꅝ룔ꢣꫭꑔꅞ ꅃ
닄ꑀ결ꅵ륆ꚨ녱꣆룓겡냊ꪺꗸ맏ꅶꅁ꙰닄 1.1뚵ꛜ닄 1.5뚵ꅃ 닄ꑇ쏾ꮬ뭐꧒땯뉻
ꪺꅵ룪끔꒧뷨꧎뙱ꅶꚳ쏶ꅁ꙰닄 1.6 뚵ꛜ닄 1.9 뚵ꅃ닄ꑔ쏾ꮬ걏ꅵ땯뉻꧒놵쒲뚵
ꗘꪺꕜꗎ ꅝUtilityꅞꅶꅁ꙰닄 1.10 뚵뭐닄 1.11뚵ꅃ닄ꕼ쏾ꮬꭨꕄ굮뭐ꅵꣳꝕꡍ떦ꅂ
Ꝑ쉟ꅶꚳ쏶ꅁ꙰닄 1.12 뚵ꛜ닄 1.14 뚵ꅃ뒫ꢥ꒧ꅁ럭쉳쓽ꪺ떲ꩇ꣏녯얪꫌녯ꕈ낵
ꡍ떦ꅁ꧎Ꝑꥷ걏ꝟ굮쑾쓲빜얪ꑕꕨ꧎삳꧱뇳ꣃ싷뙽ꑀ룪껆냏껉ꅁꑝ덑뭻결걏쉳쓽
겡냊ꑀ뫘ꖿ궱ꪺ떲ꩇꅃ 
ꫭꕼ  얪꫌뭻결꒣ꚨꕜꪺ뉺ꗑ뭐땯ꗍꚸ볆 
뭻결꒣ꚨꕜꪺ뉺ꗑ  땯ꗍ쁗뉶ꅝꚸꅞ
2.1 Didn't find the item(s) looked for  
ꅝꡓꚳ꟤꣬띑꟤ꪺꅞ  
<18> 
2.2 The item read was not what was intended  
ꅝ꧒얪ꪺꩆꛨ꒣걏Ꟛ띑굮ꪺꅞ 
<4> 
2.3 Didn't find that many interesting items   
ꅝꡓꚳ땯뉻덜Ꙩꚳ뷬ꪺꩆꛨꅞ 
<2> 
2.4 Level of detail was not right   
ꅝ[껑꒤]꧒ꕝꝴꪺ닓론뱨ꚸ꒣걏Ꟛ굮ꪺꅞ 
<2> 
2.5 Didn't find anything useful or interesting 
     (ꡓꚳ꟤꣬ꗴ꛳ꚳꗎ꧎ꚳ뷬ꪺꩆꛨ) 
<3> 
 
  ꕴꑀꓨ궱ꅁ꙰ꫭꕼ꒤엣ꗜꅁ맏껑쁝꣏ꗎ꫌뭻결꒣ꚨꕜꪺ뉺ꗑꕄ굮걏ꅵꡓꚳ꟤
꣬꧒굮꟤둍ꪺ뚵ꗘꅶꅁ꙰닄 2.1 ꓎ 2.2 뚵ꅃ닄ꑇ쏾뉺ꗑ뭐ꅵ꧒꟤꣬룪끔ꪺ뷨꧎뙱
꒣ꢬꅶꚳ쏶ꅁ꙰닄 2.3 ꓎ 2.4 뚵ꅃꕴꑀ쏾꒣ꚨꕜꪺ뉺ꗑ걏ꅵꡓꚳ땯뉻ꗴ꛳ꚳꗎ꧎
ꚳ뷬ꪺꩆꛨꅶꅁ꙰닄 2.5뚵ꅃ 
  25  껚뻚얪꫌꒧뮡ꧺꅁ뎡ꗷꚨꕜꪺ뉺ꗑꕄ굮ꕩ쉫꿇결ꑔ쏾 ꅝ룔ꢣꫭ꒭ꅞ ꅃ닄ꑀ쏾ꅁ
둎꿠꟤꣬룓룪끔ꪫꗳ꧎룪끔ꖻꢭ걏ꚨꕜꪺꅁ꛽둎꧒땯뉻ꪺ룪끔ꭾ뷨꧎볆뙱ꣃ꒣빁
Ꙙꛓꢥꅁ꭯쒱녯꒣ꚨꕜꅆ꙰ 3.1-3.2꓎ 3.5ꅃ닄ꑇ쏾ꅁ둎ꡓꚳ꟤꣬꧒둍꟤ꪺꩆꛨꛓ
ꢥ걏꒣ꚨꕜꅁ꛽둎땯뉻ꑆꛛꑶ띐뾳뷬꧎꣣ꚳ볧Ꙣ믹귈ꪺ띳룪끔ꛓꢥꅁ걏ꚨꕜꪺꅆ
꙰ 3.3-3.4꓎ 3.6ꅃ닄ꑔ쏾ꕄ굮걏둎볆귓ꗘꪺꛓꢥꅁꡓꚳ륆꣬꣤꒤ꪺꑀ귓ꗘꪺ걏꒣
ꚨꕜꅁ꛽둎륆ꚨꕴꑀꗘꪺꛓꢥ걏ꚳ산ꝕꪺꅆ꙰ 3.7ꅃ 
ꫭ꒭  얪꫌뮡ꧺ뎡ꗷꚨꕜꪺ뉺ꗑ ꅩyes ꫭꗜꚨꕜꅂnoꫭꗜ꒣ꚨꕜꅪ 
3.1   [F023#2<2>:113-115] 
        yes -- for finding some information on the topic of interest  
ꅝ맯띐뾳뷬ꪺꕄ썄꟤꣬ꑆꑀ꣇룪끔ꅞ 
        no -- not finding the kind of information/answer needed  
                ꅝꡓꚳ꟤꣬꧒믝굮ꪺ룪끔꧎룑떪ꅞ 
3.2   [F023#2<1>:89-91] 
        yes -- for finding some information ꅝ꟤꣬ꑆꑀ꣇룪끔ꅞ 
        no -- not the quality of information needed  (not up to date, not in summary form)
               ꅝ꒣걏Ꟛ굮ꪺ룪끔ꭾ뷨ꅁ꙰꒣냷띳뽯ꅂ꒣걏ꕈ멋굮꟎ꚡꝥ뉻ꅞ 
3.3   [W058#3<4>:110-112] 
        yes -- found out information that was new to me   
ꅝ땯뉻ꑆ맯Ꟛꛓꢥ걏띳쉁ꪺꩆꛨꅞ 
        no -- not finding the book I came here for 
                ꅝꡓꚳ꟤꣬Ꟛ꣓덯료굮꟤ꪺꢺꖻ껑ꅞ 
3.4   [W058#3<3>:97-99] 
        yes -- found out what is available for future use  
ꅝ땯뉻ꑆꚳ꣇꒰믲ꖼ꣓ꕩꕈꗎꑗꪺꩆꛨꅞ 
        no -- not finding what was looked for  ꅝꡓꚳ꟤꣬꧒굮꟤ꪺꅞ 
3.5   [lsm004#3:41] 
        yes -- found a couple of things ꅝ꟤꣬ꑀ꣢볋ꩆꛨꅞ 
        no -- didn't find that much ꅝ꟤꣬ꪺꩆꛨ꒣냷Ꙩꅞ 
  263.6   [lsm049#2:233-235][W019#5<3>:101-103] 
        no -- not finding what was looked for  ꅝꡓꚳ꟤꣬꧒굮꟤ꪺꅞ 
        yes -- found a book which was good  ꅝ꟤꣬ꑀꖻ꒣뿹ꪺ껑ꅞ 
3.7   [W019#5<1>:76-77] ꅂ[F023#1]ꅂ [lsm062:579-580] 
        no -- for one purpose ꅝꡓꚳ륆꣬걙귓ꗘꪺꅞ 
        yes -- for the other purpose1  ꅝ꛽륆꣬ꕴꑀ귓ꗘꪺꅞ 
 
ꑔꅂ뱶암쉳쓽땻ꯗ꒧ꙝ꿀 
 
  뱶암쉳쓽땻ꯗ꒧ꡍꥷꙝ꿀ꕩꕈꗑ뭠뚰ꪺꕢ떲멣꧊던뷍룪껆꒤던뷍귻룟냝ꅇ
ꅵ맯ꢺ뚵겡냊ꅁꝁꚨꕜꙡ륆꣬ꗘꪺꪺ땻ꯗ꙰꛳ꥏ?ꅶ꒤ꅁ꣏ꗎ꫌맯덑왛맮꣬ꪺ꽓
ꥷꛦ결꒧ꚨꕜ꧊뗻꛴ꅆ맯룓Ꙟ떪ꅁ던뷍귻돌ꯡ뒣냝ꅵ결꒰믲ꝁ걏덯볋뭻결?ꅶꅁ
뷐꣏ꗎ꫌뇔굺결꒰믲떹꒩걙뚵겡냊걙뫘ꚨꕜ뉶ꪺ뗻믹ꅃ귕굙곣ꡳ맯뙈ꗎ꣬뵵ꑗ꒽
ꗎꗘ뿽ꅁꡃꑀ귓뿃맵뎣꣌Ꟈ궫벽떹ꕌ곝ꅁꡃ귓뿃맵덑뗸결뽗ꗟꪺ겡냊ꅁꛓꕈꙐ볋
ꪺꓨꚡ뙩ꛦ던뷍떥꒧Ꙟ떪뙩ꛦ꓀꩒ꅃ 
        껚뻚룪껆꓀꩒ꪺ떲ꩇꅁ뱶암쉳쓽ꪺꙝ꿀ꕩ쉫꿇꙰ꑕꅁꕝ걁껉뚡ꅂ빆꫱꧊ꅂ닕
슴걛멣ꅂꗘ볐ꅂꪾ쏑ꅂ롧엧ꅂ뾳뷬ꅂ듁뇦ꅂꙞꅂꙮ꥟ꓟ떥ꅃ꣤꒤ꅁ둎뱶암쉳쓽
ꪺ껉뚡꫸땵ꛓꢥꅁꖻ놴꿁꧊곣ꡳ엣ꗜꅵꕩꗎ껉뚡ꅶꅂꅵ빆꫱꧊ꅶꅂ꓎ꅵ닕슴걛멣ꅶ
떥ꑔ귓ꙝ꿀맯쉳쓽땻ꯗꪺ뱶암돌결ꧺ엣ꅃ 
1. 껉뚡 
                                                 
1 For example, after scanning a selected item off the shelf, the patron L062 stated that: "It's not successful 
but it helped me by saying 'don't bother to keep looking further'". 
  27W059띑굮꟤꣇ꗰ뚢얪ꪫꅁ럭꙯땯뉻꙯꧒띐뾳뷬ꪺ껑꒧ꯡ뮡꣬ꅁ쇶땍ꕩ꿠ꚳ
꣤ꕌꪺ껑꙯라ꚳ뾳뷬ꅁ꛽ꙝ결뮰껉뚡꧒ꕈ둎꒣ꙁ쉳쓽ꑕꕨꅃ  
(1) W059[#1]& [#3] 
I:  Okay, the first thing I saw you do after I met you downstairs, was browse the 
rental book area, selected a book, looked at the jacket, you kept the book and 
then you continued browsing.  What was your intent at that point? [#1] 
U:  I was looking for a specific book on the bestseller list which they didn't have, I 
picked another which is very (inaudible) and I will attempt it. 
I:  Okay, at that point did you feel you were successful or unsuccessful? 
U:  Successful enough because I can always get what I was looking for another 
time. 
I:  And why did you feel that way? 
U:  Because I'm in a real hurry and the book I picked will probably suit my needs. 
… 
I:  Okay, after the fiction area you moved over to the new nonfiction area, I saw 
you pick up two books, look at them, replace them and you picked up a third 
looked at the jacket the cover and you kept that.  What was your intention there? 
[#3] 
U:  There are some nonfiction books I would like to read, I don't have the list of 
what I was really looking for with me but I do always scan for my husband as he 
is a historical nonfiction history buff and I found one, A Portiat of Stonewall 
Jackson which he may enjoy. 
I:  Do you feel you were successful or unsuccessful? 
U: Successful. 
I:  And why did you feel that way? 
U:  There was one book I liked, there were many books, some others have more 
interest to me and I don't have the time right now, this is a hurry visit. 
 
(2) [W037#3]  
W037얪꫌쉳쓽ꑆ돸꿈ꪺ꣤꒤ꑀꪩꅁ뮡륄럭ꕌ뒻듁ꚳ룻Ꙩ껉뚡껉ꅁ둎라ꫡꟳꙨ
ꪺ껉뚡꣓쓽얪ꅃ 
  “I mean I didn't read it that thoroughly, you know, maybe I picked up a few 
articles here and there but  in summer time, I probably spend more time 
reading that really closely, because I have more time, you know.” 
 
2.   닕슴걛멣 
    L004녱닄27뢹껑걛늾냊꣬30뢹껑걛ꅁꩵ뗛껑걛놽뫋껑굉ꅁ꣆ꯡ뮡륄ꅇ 
       "Yeah, because I didn't find the book I was looking for,  so I was just looking for  
  28other books, because it was the same material." [L004#6] 
 
   Ꙑ볋꙰ꑕ꣒ꅁL062땯뉻뭐ꕌ꧒띑굮꟤둍ꪺꩆꛨ곛꛼꫌ꗾ뎡뚰꒤Ꙣ걛ꑗꑀ덂
껉ꅁꭋ뙽ꥬ쉳쓽끟꣓ꅃ 
“Ya, when I  got there... Well, I wrote down the call numbers and  it seemed like 
a lot more were under the same number TL.  I think, that was 570 or something. 
So, when I got there, all the titles looked good …or  looked like they might have 
something.  So I pulled them out and looked in the table of contents. And some 
of them looked good, and some of them didn't. So I kept the good ones, and put 
the other ones back.” [L062#2] 
 
        땍ꛓꅁL026ꭨꙝ뇆걛귢뛃ꅁ꒣녯꒣놽뫋껑걛ꕈꭋ꟤꣬꧒믝ꅃ 
“Well, I was looking for the magazine "Bulletin of the American Meterological 
Society" and it was in alphabetical order but it was just a little confusing 
walking up and down because the shelf lines are pretty long and it wraps around, 
so it was a little bit like walking in a maze, but I was just looking for the journal 
that I was looking for.” [L026#8] 
 
3.   빆꫱꧊ 
 
L062땯뉻뭐ꕌ꧒띑굮꟤둍ꪺꩆꛨ곛꛼꫌ꗾ뎡뚰꒤Ꙣ걛ꑗꑀ덂껉ꅁ뮡륄ꅇ 
 
          “I kind of looked through the ones I had listed first. ...  Then, while I was there, I 
just looked at all the rest. ” 
    
       L049ꭨ걏꟤껑ꪺꙞ땻꒤ꅁꩵ뗛껑걛놽뫋껑굉ꅇ 
           “So I decided to go again and look at the aisle, the shelves.  And I found another     
one that I like by chance.  So I decided to leave the other one; to abandon the 
other one.” [L049#5] 
 
4.ꗘ볐 
ꗘ볐뱶암귓엩걏ꝟ굮녱꣆쉳쓽ꛦ결ꅃ꙰ꑕ꣒꒤ꅁF009띑굮뵔뭻걙ꑀꪫꗳ걏ꝟ결
꧒굮ꅁꙝꛓ쉳쓽ꅃ 
(1) F009[#1]<2> 
I:  Ok, after that I observed you selecting a book, you kind of looked through the 
beginning, flipped through it a little bit and you held on to that book.  What 
was your intent with that activity?  
  29U:  Because I found the book.  I looked twice.  My intent was to make sure that it 
was what I was looking for.  
I:  Ok, and with that second activity, did you feel successful or unsuccessful? 
U: Yes,  successful 
I:  And why did you feel that way? 
U:  Because it was what I was looking for. 
 
 
5.   ꪾ쏑 
 
  뱶암쉳쓽ꙝ꿀꒧ꑀ걏귓엩맯꧒놽뫋룪랽꒧걊ꚳꪾ쏑ꅃꑔ귓꣒ꑬ꙰ꑕꅁ꣤꒤
W078샋뗸걙ꖻ껑ꪺ꒺깥ꅁꕈꭋ뭐걙ꑀꅵꑷꪾꅶ꣆ꪫꝀꓱ룻ꅁF021꒣쉟샋뗸
꒣Ꙑꣷ듁ꪺ싸뭸ꅁꙝ결ꅵ꧒ꪾ꒣ꞹꗾꅶꅁꛓL049ꡓꚳ쑾쓲샋뗸껑ꯡꪺ꿁ꓞꅁ
ꙝ결녱꣤ꕌꪺ뵵꿁ꅵꪾ륄ꅶ꒣귈녯꙰ꚹꝀꅇ 
 
(1) W078[#1]<1&2> 
I:  The first thing that you did was go to the reference shelf over here by the 
magazines and you started to browse, what were you trying to accomplish at 
that point? 
U:  …I was actually looking specifically for the Value Line. 
I:  Yeah, you pulled out a Moody's too?  
U:  Yeah, I pulled out a Moody's also, just to kind of you know, just to kind of look 
through and see if they had anything similar to the, I'm familiar with the way 
Value Line does things by industry where they will have a page, an industry 
grouped together. Each company will have a page or two where they will have a 
lot of data regarding it, so you can kind of look at things that way.  They really 
didn't have anything in Moody's, that kind of, gave all of the information that I 
wanted. 
 
(2) F021[#1] 
I:  When I met you in the back of the library, you went directly to the loose 
periodical area  Um, went to where the Fortune magazines were and you 
selected an issue, flipped through the pages and returned the issue, that 
happened about 8 times. And, during this flipping and selecting, it was the same 
activity, flipping through you also had set aside two issues. What was the intent 
with that activity? 
U:  Um, well when I came here I knew exactly what I was looking for. 
  An article on a company that had possible data to file on our reports that we do. 
  The balance of payments, so I had remembered reading the article but I didn't 
remember what issue it was.  So I was looking through the different issues but I 
couldn't find it but in the process I found other things that were of interest. 
 
(3) L049[#5] 
I:  Alright, then finally just to give me some idea how you go about finding stuff in 
  30the book when you retrieve it, you just said that you look at the index and then 
you look at the text, right?  For the first one, did you do the same thing for the 
next few tries or did you change your… 
U:  No, it's always the same.  According to the book, this is a very old book, 
because the cover is old, you know, so I don't bother 
I:  Because sometimes I saw you just scan the text, you didn't go to the back part. 
U:  Yeah I did it.  And I do it all the time because, I don't know,  it is something you 
can't explain, you know. The cover is old and the title is, and the author is not 
well known, so you wouldn't go to see the index and all, you wouldn't waste 
your time. 
 
6. 롧엧 
  륌ꕨ꣏ꗎ꽓ꥷ룪랽ꪺ롧엧뱶암쉳쓽ꪺꛦ결ꅃ꙰ꑕ꣒ꅇ 
F023[#1]<2> 
I:  Ok, after I met you inside the library, you went right over to the newspaper 
area, where the old back issues hang in the folders, and you looked through a 
few folders and selected a stack of issues. What was your intent with that 
activity?  
U:  I was trying to find back issues in the month of February, on commodity prices 
and I was particularly interested in the Wall Street Journal so I went 
specifically to those newspapers. 
…… 
U:  I was trying to find, again, the analysis for each of the specific commodities 
that I was interested in and reporting on.  And I remembered what page it was 
on because it’s consistent through all their newspapers. And once I figured out 
what section and what page it was on I just went directly to that each time, that 
place in the newspaper. 
 
7. 뾳뷬 
귓엩ꪺ뾳뷬뱶암쉳쓽ꛦ결ꅃ귓엩라결둍꟤띐뾳뷬ꪺꩆꛨꛓ쉳쓽ꅝ꙰W014, 
L001ꅞꅁꛓ럭륊꣬띐뾳뷬ꪺꩆꛨꅁ귓엩ꑝ라뙩ꑀꡂ샋뗸쉳쓽ꅝ꙰F009ꅞꅃ 
(1) W032[#1]<2> 
I:  Okay, great.  Okay, then you continued to browse that area and I saw you select 
another book, look at the jacket and keep it again.  What was your intention for 
that activity?  These are hard, I know. 
U:  I kept it, so that's, it must be this one.  I like art and I don't really know that much 
then there is a French painter and I don't know very much about that painter.  He 
is an Impressionist painter and that's my favorite as far as art. 
…… 
I:  Were you specifically looking for a book about art? 
U:  No, no.  When I come in here I never really know what I'm going to read. 
  31I:  Okay, so you don't have anything in mind? 
U:  No, I just thought, to find something that would hold my interest. 
I:  And why did you feel successful at that point? 
U:  I thought that I would learn something. 
 
(2) W014[#6]<2> 
I:  Then you went back to the 621's and you seemed to browse in that section 
again.  What did you intend to accomplish at that point? 
U:  I guess, at that point I was just browsing in general… 
I:  Then, finally you did pull out a book and you looked at it and you went through 
the pages. What were you trying to accomplish at that point?<2> 
U:  The title interested me, it was something I didn't see in the, on the computer but 
the title looked interesting so I browsed through it. 
  
(3) F009[#2] 
I:  Ok, um, after you held onto that volume, you continued scanning once more 
and then you walked over to the reference desk and I saw you flip through a 
journal that was on the desk there.  What was your intent with that activity? 
[#2] 
U:  Um, because the topic was interesting.  It had to do with China and I'm 
interested in China. 
 
 
8. 륷듁 
  맯ꑀ룪랽ꪺ륷ꪾ꧎듁ꯝ뱶암귓엩쉳쓽ꛦ결ꅃ 
꣒꙰ꅁꑕ꣒꒤L001띑곝곝돌꫱앀뉺ꓨ궱ꪺ돌띳땯깩ꅁ꽓ꝏ걏룋굱듁ꕚ꒤ꚳꝟ
꙯ꑀꪽꙢ꟤ꅂꕏ꙯띐뾳뷬ꪺꩆꛨꅁꙝꚹꪽ놵꣬룋굱듁ꕚ걛ꑗ꣺ꑕ꽓ꥷꪺ앀뉺듁ꕚ
슽빜쉳쓽ꅃꕴꑀ꣒꒤ꅁF006룕맏둍꟤ꚳ쏶걙ꑀ꒽ꕱꪺ룪껆ꅁꗽ걤빜꿁ꓞꅁ슽꣬걙
ꑀ궶궱샋뗸ꯡꅁꙝꪾ꣤ꕌ궶궱삳ꑝꙃꚳ룓꒽ꕱꪺ끔꺧ꅁꙝꚹ뙩ꑀꡂ슽빜ꅃ 
(1) L001[#1] 
I:  You said you came to the library to look at some materials, especially journals 
to get some idea of what is going on in your field, the nursing field.  The first 
thing you did is go to the shelves, the journal stacks, and I saw you take down 
some materials.  What did you try to accomplish at that time?[#1] 
U:  I wanted to look for the most recent material I could find that was bounded, I 
know the other section there was more, but I wanted to see what I could find, 
just to see anything that was interesting to me that I had been looking for. [After 
flipping through the pages] I found something on administration that was 
interesting.  And the other ones I just picked to see, you know, the professional 
information. 
 
(2) F006[#1]<2> 
  32I:  Then you selected another volume.  You looked at the beginning and then you 
looked in the middle and read a little bit.  What was the intent with that activity?  
U:  I was trying, the front I was looking in the index to find the page that the 
company  is  listed  on. Um, when I did find the page it wasn't all that 
informative but I knew that there were several other pages that this company 
was listed in the book. 
 
9. Ꙟ 
꡴닎맯꣏ꗎ꫌ꪺꙞ삳ꗧ뱶암쉳쓽꒧땻ꯗꅃ꙰W019Ꙣ꣏ꗎ뵵ꑗ꒽ꗎꗘ뿽껉ꅁ
ꡍꥷ꒣ꙁ쓽얪ꑕꕨ껉뮡륄ꅇ 
U:  It was another heading.  It had fashions and I guess they had a lot of 
subheadings, so I picked a subheading. [#7]<4> 
I:  And then you displayed the titles under that subheading? 
U:  Yeah, and no, it said there were 138 titles so I said do I want to see them all, no 
I didn't want to see them all, so they asked for a second description and I tried 
school and I tried teen, I think, I tried a couple of things and none of them were 
successful.  I got zeros for that sort of thing.  So that really didn't work too well 
either. 
 
 
10. ꙮ꥟ꓟ 
  귓엩라ꙝ결ꙮ꥟ꓟꪺ았꣏ꛓ늣ꗍ쉳쓽ꛦ결ꅁ꙰ꑕ꣒ꅃ 
I:  Okay, then you sat down in the little sitting area there, reading area, and you 
picked up one of your books and you kind of looked through the beginning, 
slowly page through the rest of the book what was your intention with that 
activity?  
U:    Curiosity, it happened to be, the book was "What Do People Do in Bed." 
I:     Oh.  That was the title, huh? 
U:     Yeah, it was the title.  It just struck my curiosity about why someone  would write 
a book and whether it was worthwhile reading and it was, it wasn't worthwhile 
taking out.  But it satisfied my curiosity though.  … 
 
뎰ꅂ떲뷗뭐ꯘ쒳 
  ꖻ곣ꡳ녱맏껑쁝꣏ꗎ꫌ꪺꢤꯗꅁꙢꛛ땍놡맒꒤샋뗸얪꫌뙩ꛦ쉳쓽껉ꅁ맪믚땯
ꗍ꒧떲ꩇꅁ놴끑멣ꚨꚨꕜꪺ쉳쓽롧엧꒧귬ꙝꅁꣃ꓀꩒ꅂ뿫쏑뱶암쉳쓽꒧ꙝ꿀ꅃ쉳
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맏껑쁝꣏ꗎ꫌꒧쉳쓽떲ꩇꅁ둎ꖿ궱ꛓꢥꅁꕝ걁: 띎ꕾ땯뉻, 룪끔믝ꡄꪺ귗ꖿ, ꟤꣬
ꗘ볐룪끔, 뻇닟, ꗰ뚢깔볖, 룪끔뭠뚰, 룲ꑗ띳ꪾ, 몡ꢬꙮ꥟ꓟꅃ꣤ꕩ꿠ꪺ굴궱떲ꩇ
결꟤꒣꣬꧒믝굮ꪺ룪끔ꅃ 
        ꕴꑀꓨ궱 ꅁ ꖻ곣ꡳ땯뉻 ꅁ 맏껑쁝꣏ꗎ꫌ꚨꕜꪺ쉳쓽롧엧뭐ꑕꙃ볆귓ꙝ꿀ꚳ쏶 ꅇ  
륆ꚨ녱꣆룓겡냊ꪺꗸ맏 ꅁ 몡띎꧒땯뉻ꪺ룪끔꒧뷨꧎뙱 ꅁ 땯뉻꧒놵쒲뚵ꗘꪺꕜꗎ ꅝ땯
뉻귬ꗽꣃ꒣ꪾ륄ꛓꚳꗎꪺꩆꛨꅞꅁꕈ꓎ꅁ놵쒲꣬꿠냷ꣳꝕꡍ떦Ꝑ쉟꒧룪끔ꅃ둎뎡
ꗷꚨꕜꙝ꿀꣓꓀꩒땯뉻ꅁ둎꿠꟤꣬룓룪끔ꪫꗳ꧎룪끔ꖻꢭ걏ꚨꕜꪺꅁ꛽둎꧒땯뉻
ꪺ룪끔ꭾ뷨꧎볆뙱ꣃ꒣빁Ꙙꛓꢥꅁ꭯쒱녯꒣ꚨꕜꅆ꧎꫌ꅁ둎ꡓꚳ꟤꣬꧒둍꟤ꪺꩆ
ꛨꛓꢥ걏꒣ꚨꕜꅁ꛽둎땯뉻ꑆꛛꑶ띐뾳뷬꧎꣣ꚳ볧Ꙣ믹귈ꪺ띳룪끔ꛓꢥꅁ걏ꚨꕜ
ꪺꅆ꧎둎볆귓ꗘꪺꛓꢥꅁꡓꚳ륆꣬꣤꒤ꪺꑀ귓ꗘꪺ걏꒣ꚨꕜꅁ꛽둎륆ꚨꕴꑀꗘꪺ
ꛓꢥ걏ꚳ산ꝕꪺꅃꖻ곣ꡳꚹꑀ땯뉻꯼ꕘꅁ쉳쓽냊뻷뭐떲ꩇ꽁꓎Ꙩ귓ꗘꪺ꒧Ꙑ껉뙩
ꛦ뭐뗻꛴ꅁꛓꭄ꙰ꓥ쑭꒤녪뷕돦ꑀꗘ볐꒧몡ꢬꅃ 
        둎뱶암쉳쓽꒧ꙝ꿀ꛓꢥꅁꕩ쉫꿇결귓ꑈꙝ꿀ꅁ룪끔닕슴ꙝ꿀ꅁꕈ꓎놡맒ꙝ꿀
떥ꑔꓨ궱ꅃ귓ꑈꙝ꿀ꕝ걁ꅇꗘ볐ꅂꪾ쏑ꅂ롧엧ꅂ뾳뷬ꅂ듁뇦ꅂꙮ꥟ꓟꅃ룪끔닕슴
ꙝ꿀결닕슴걛멣ꅃ놡맒ꙝ꿀ꕝ걁껉뚡ꅂ빆꫱꧊ꅂ뭐Ꙟ뻷꣮ꅃ 
        ꖻ곣ꡳ떲ꩇ맯곛쏶뉺뷗ꅂ곣ꡳ뭐맪냈떥ꑔ귓뱨궱꒧띎뉛꙰ꑕꅇ 
둎뉺뷗뱨ꚸꛓꢥꅁ쉳쓽걏ꑈ쏾ꭄ녠냲ꖻꪺ룪끔ꛦ결ꅁ꣣ꚳꙨ궱Ꙗꪺꖻ뷨ꅃ
뱶암쉳쓽꒧ꙝ꿀꯼ꕘꅁ쉳쓽꒧냊뻷ꕩꕈ걏Ꙩ궫ꕂ뷆싸ꪺꅃꑈꚳ냲꧳ꙮ꥟ꓟꅂ볧Ꙣ
뾳뷬떥꒺Ꙣ냊뻷ꛓ쉳쓽ꅁ꧎결꟤둍꽓ꥷ뚵ꗘꅁ꭯ꙝꪾ쏑꧎ꑷꪾ룪끔꒧꒣ꢬꛓ쉳
쓽ꅃꖻ곣ꡳ엣ꗜꅁꑈ귌롧녠Ꙑ껉녡뗛꒣ꕵꑀ뫘룪끔믝ꡄ꧎뾳뷬ꅁꕵꚳꑀ뎡ꗷ걏ꚳ
띎쏑ꙡ둍ꡄ몡ꢬꅁꕴꑀ뎡ꗷꭨ걏꒣ꞹꗾꪺ뭻ꪾꅃꢺ꣇쇴ꛓꖼ엣ꪺ믝ꡄ꧎뾳뷬ꅁꕵ
  34ꚳꙢꑈ귌놵쒲꣬닅Ꙙ꣤믝ꡄ꧎뾳뷬ꪺ룪끔ꪫꗳ껉ꅁꑾ녎꒺Ꙣꪺ룪끔믝ꡄ꧎뾳뷬ꓞ
땯ꕘ꣓ꅆꗧꝙ롧ꗑ쉳쓽ꪺ꣫뽅꧊셰띑ꛓ늣ꗍꅃ맯룪끔믝ꡄꪺ띎뉛ꑄ걏ꅁ쉳쓽Ꝁ결
ꑀ뫘ꭄ뭹ꢥ꧊ꪺꛦ결ꅁꕩ몡ꢬ덂꧳ꅵ때ꩫꢥꯅ뚥걱ꅶ꧎ꅵ볧Ꙣꅶꪺ룪끔믝ꡄꅃ 
ꕴꑀꓨ궱ꅁꖻ곣ꡳ땯뉻ꅁ꣏ꗎ꫌끟ꥬ껉꧎결꟤둍꽓ꥷ룪끔꧎ꪫꗳꅁ꛽ꙝ볉
앓Ꙣꕩꛛꗑ샋뗸꣤ꕌꪫꗳꪺ룪끔샴맒꒤ꅁ릪쁹맏껑쁝꣏ꗎ꫌샋뗸귬ꗽꖼꪾꪺ룪끔
ꪫꗳꅁꙝꚹ뱗ꕛ띎ꕾ땯뉻ꪺ뻷뉶ꅃ굙걏룪끔ꪫꗳ꣌꣤곛꛼꧊닕슴Ꙣꑀ끟ꅁꭨꟳ뱗
ꕛ띎ꕾ땯뉻ꪺ뻷뉶ꅃꙝꚹꅁ쉳쓽ꚳ띎ꕾ땯뉻ꪺ떲ꩇꣃꭄꪼꗘꪺ륂껰ꅃ룪끔ꩁ냈ꑈ
귻ꕩꕈ덺륌덗땥ꅁ덝군ꕘ릪쁹쉳쓽ꣃ뱗ꕛ띎ꕾ땯뉻뻷뉶ꪺ맏껑쁝꧎룪끔샋꿁꡴
닎ꅃꙐ껉ꅁ꣏ꗎ꫌꯼ꕘꅁ낣띎ꕾ땯뉻ꕾꅁ덺륌쉳쓽ꑝꕩ늣ꗍ륌쉯꒣ꖲ굮ꪺ룪끔꧎
뭠뚰꣬ꚳꗎ룪끔ꪺ떲ꩇꅃ맯룪끔띪둍ꛦ결꒧띎뉛ꅁꚹ떥뉻뙈ꓤ꯹ꅵꑈ귌뛉Ꙗ땯놸
룪끔ꅝdiscoveryꅞꅁꛓꭄ뛈ꓮ꧳띪둍꽓ꥷ룪끔ꅶꪺꕄ녩ꅃ 
둎룪끔샋꿁곣ꡳꛓꢥꅁꖻ곣ꡳ엣ꗜ쉳쓽꒣삳덑뗸결ꑀ뫘낽썩ꪺ걤룟ꛦ결꧎
ꚸ떥ꪺ띪둍떦늤ꅃꙝꚹꅁ꣏ꗎ꫌ꪺꓟ뒼볒ꚡ곣ꡳ삳놴끑뱶암쉳쓽ꪺ귓ꑈꙝ꿀ꅁ꙰
ꗘ볐ꅂꪾ쏑떥ꅁ꙰꛳꟯엜귓엩ꪺ룪끔띪둍ꛦ결ꅃ 
둎맏껑쁝맪냈ꛓꢥꅁ쉳쓽낣꣼꒺Ꙣꙝ꿀ꅝ꙰뾳뷬ꅞ꒧뱶암ꕾꅁꗧ꣼빆꫱꧊
뭐룪끔닕슴걛멣떥ꕾꙢꙝ꿀ꪺ뱶암ꅃꚹ띎뉛룪끔ꩁ냈꫌꙰쁝귻ꅁ삳셁룑둸뒤얪꫌
ꪺ뾳뷬ꅁꕈ얪꫌뾳뷬Ꝁ결닕슴룪끔ꪺ꣌뻚ꅁ녎꣣ꚳꙀꙐ꽓뱸꒧ꪫꗳꅁꝑꗎꧺ엣ꪺ
룴깼뭐볐쏑ꅁ뉍랡ꧺꗕꙡ뒦ꗜꙢ볧Ꙣ얪꫌ꪺ늴ꭥꅃ꣒꙰ꅁ뇆걛ꛬ롭꒣ꗎ뛇닎ꪺ꓀
쏾뢹꟯ꗎꓥ꙲쏾ꗘ볐ꗜꅁꗧꕩ녎얪꫌ꕩ꿠ꚳ뾳뷬ꪺ쁝싃뎡ꗷꅁ닓꓀뽗ꗟꕘ꣓ꅁ뮡
ꧺꡃꑀ닓뎡꒧ꙀꙐ꽓뱸ꅁ꙰ꕈ룻ꑰꕄ썄결볐ꗜꛓꭄ걙ꑀ걱쏾뢹ꅃꙐ뉺ꗧꕩ삳ꗎꙢ
륱ꑬ맏껑쁝꒧덝군ꅃ 
둎꡴닎덝군ꛓꢥꅁ롧엧꣬ꚨꕜ쉳쓽ꪺ귬ꙝ꯼ꕘꅁꕒ맪룪껆깷꒤룪끔꒺깥ꪺ
  35볆뙱뭐ꭾ뷨꒴결꡴닎ꚨꕜꪺ궫쉉꒧ꑀꅃꕴꑀꓨ궱ꅁ꡴닎ꑈ귻삳궫뗸쓽얪샴맒ꪺ꒶
궱덝군ꅁ믝ꕩꓤ뒩ꙕ뫘쉳쓽볒ꚡꅁꕈꚳ군땥ꙡ뱗ꕛ뻇닟띳ꪾ꓎띎ꕾ땯뉻떥껄ꩇꅃ
ꚹꕾꅁ꡴닎뗻꛴삳녎꡴닎쉳쓽꧊ꙃꑊꛒ뙱ꅁꛓ뻇닟껄ꩇ꧎띎ꕾ땯뉻ꗧꕩꝀ결뗻꛴
ꪺ띳볐럇ꅃ 
셠꒧ꅁ쉳쓽꒣걏ꑀ뫘ꡓꚳꗘꪺꅂꡓꚳ꡴닎ꅂꚸ꿅ꪺ룪끔ꛦ결ꅁꑝ꒣걏ꑀ뫘낽
썩ꪺ걤룟ꓨꩫꅁꛓ걏ꑈ쏾ꭄ녠냲ꖻꪺ룪끔겡냊ꅃ쉳쓽ꑝ꒣ꕵ걏ꑀ뫘룪끔띪둍ꛦ
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